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ARCHIVISTS AND
PROFESSIONALISM IN THE
UNITED STATES REVISITED:

A REVIEW ESSAY1
RICHARD J. COX

ABSTRACT: The past decade was a period of self-scrutiny by the archival profession. The 1990s might be a time when the navel-gazing of the 1980s is
translated into more intensive activity by the archival community. This is
indicative of the dynamic nature of all professions. Two important recent studies
on the nature of professions-one a general analysis of professional systems
and the other an investigation of librarianship as a profession-suggest some
ways to understand the recent development of the American archival profession.
This essay reviews these two studies, assesses the archival discipline as a part of
the system of professions, and re-evaluates the agenda for professional change
suggested by the author in 1986.

Introduction
Few would deny that the 1980s were a time of tremendous self-scrutiny by
the archival profession. The amount of such activity is staggering, with evidence of its results and effects everywhere. For example, more than forty states
completed statewide assessment reports on the condition of archival and historical records. The image of archivists by employers and resource allocators was
thoroughly analyzed for the first time. The Society of American Archivists'
(SAA) Task Force on Goals and Priorities issued an important planning document for the profession and one update to that report; the SAA has now
constituted this task force as a standing committee. The SAA Task Force on
Institutional Evaluation published a self-study guide and completed the most
extensive census of archival institutions ever undertaken; a more detailed workbook for institutional self-study concluded the work of the task force. SAA
completed membership surveys in 1982 and 1989. The Committee on the
Records of Government studied and reported on the manner in which government was being documented and its records utilized. The National Association
for Government Archives and Records Administrators (NAGARA) released a
detailed, and disturbing, report on the preservation of state archival records.
NAGARA also finished its work on reporting standards for state archival pro-
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grams that provide the basis for regular profiles of the activities of these impor2
tantNot
institutions.
surprisingly, skeptics of the focus the archival profession had during
this
decade also abound. There are those that see such efforts as taking time, energy,
and resources from what they perceive to be the more basic responsibilities of
the archival profession: servicing records. The traditional emphasis on the "lone
arranger" suggests to many that the archivist's work should focus on what could
be done in the stacks, rather than through management, planning, research and
development, or advocacy. However, most archivists, regardless of their view of
archival work, would nevertheless admit that some substantial events have
resulted from all that is going on. Two examples will suffice. SAA commenced
a program for individual certification in 1988, leading to the Academy of
Certified Archivists in 1989. Although a controversial action, this decision has
seemed (it is obviously too early to predict its full impact) to spur on work in
other areas such as defining archival competencies and knowledge. Those who
argued against certification because there was not a substantial body of knowledge have been at least partially silence by the initial progress made on the
development of a suitable examination. At nearly the same time, SAA also
approved considerably expanded graduate archival education guidelines that
point to a resurgence of interest in establishing multi course programs considerably beyond the traditionally accepted three course sequence.' Might not the
1990s be a time, then, when a considerably stronger and more focused archival
profession emerges to meet its societal mission?
All of these are, I believe, the marks of an active and growing profession.
Reflecting on the condition of their profession is an activity that archivists
should indulge in from time to time. At the midpoint of the decade I attempted,
with the aid of the Bentley Library Fellowship program, to assess the nature and
condition of the archival community as a profession. Drawing upon sociological
and historical analyses of professions and specific case studies of other disciplines, I made a general characterization of the archival profession and
formulated an agenda for strengthening it. 4 The appearance of two new studies
on professions 5 and the passage of five years since the earlier assessment suggest that the topic be considered again.
The purpose of this essay is to direct the attention of archivists to two new
important monographs on the nature of professions--one a general analysis of
professional systems and the other an investigation of librarianship as a profession-and, based on these works and the developments of the past few years, to
make some new assessments about the state of the archival profession. Like the
earlier assessment, this essay is largely impressionistic, written with the hope
that serious research 6 will some day provide more accurate information.
An Ecology of Professions
Andrew Abbott's book, The System of Professions, represents a departure
from standard sociological studies of professions. Contending that previous
studies on the organizational forms of professions fail to say "why those forms
emerge when they do or why they sometimes succeed and sometimes fail,"'
Abbott identifies a "system" of professions that includes considerable interprofessional competition. He sees what he terms the "jurisdictional control" of
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professions-in other words, which profession "had control of what, when, and
how"--as the essential element in such competition. 8
Abbott offers his "theoretical alternative to professionalization" which theory
he views as empirically weak. Abbott writes that
each profession is bound to a set of tasks by ties of jurisdiction, the
strengths and weaknesses of these ties being established in the processes of
actual professional work. Since none of these links is absolute or permanent, the professions make up an interacting system, an ecology.
Professions compete within this system, and a profession's success reflects
as much the situations of its competitors and the system structure as it does
the profession's own efforts.9
To develop this theory, Abbott presents chapters on professional work, jurisdiction, and competition.
The foundations of professional work, according to Abbott, include objective
characteristics such as technology, organization, natural objects and facts, and
cultural structures as well as more subjective aspects that emerge from a profession's jurisdiction. For example, just as the idea of private property is a
fundamental part of the cultural structure of the American legal profession, the
notion of access to public records is an important element of the structure supporting federal, state, and local government archives. A profession's jurisdiction
includes its claims for diagnosis, reasoning, and treatment. These are also "tied
directly to a system of knowledge that formalizes the skills on which this work
proceeds." 10 Moreover, the "ability of a profession to sustain its jurisdictions lies
partly in the power and prestige of its academic knowledge." 11 The latter has
been most troublesome for archivists, who continue to wrestle with both the
development of a body of knowledge and the place of graduate archival education in the universities.
Jurisdiction is where "a profession asks society to recognize its cognitive
structure through exclusive rights '12 This is central to Abbott's notion of an
ecology of professions. Any group can take on aspects of a profession in creating an association or forming a school, "but it cannot occupy a jurisdiction
without either finding it vacant or fighting for it."' 3 Any movement by one profession causes a reaction in another profession because the professional groups
are part of a system. Jurisdictions can be formed in several possible arenas,
including the legal system, public opinion, and the work place. Abbott also considers how jurisdictions are generally debated and established. One profession
becomes subordinate to another, the contested area is split or shared by competing professions, one profession assumes advisory rather than direct control over
the area, or the labor is divided according to the nature of the client. Although
the battles for jurisdictions are resolved in many different fashions, Abbott notes
that every profession aims for full jurisdiction or, as he describes it, a "heartland
of work over which it has complete, legally established control.' 4 Another
important point that Abbott makes is that in order to compete for jurisdictions a
group must claim or view itself as a profession. The multi-disciplinary nature of
archival work and the continuing tension within the archival community about
its identity and relationships to academic historian, public historians, librarians,
records managers, and others reveals jurisdiction as a relevant issue for
archivists.
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Competition between professions is prompted in a number of different ways,
some external and some internal to a specific profession. Forces external to the
profession open or close areas affecting the profession. Existing or newly
emerging professions seek new jurisdictions. Technological changes and organizations that define new tasks are the main external forces. The impact of the
computer on archival work and institutions is an obvious example of this.
Changes internal to the profession include the development of new knowledge
or skills, transformation in the social structure of the profession, and reformulation of the profession's knowledge base. Not surprisingly, the knowledge base is
considered one of the fundamental aspects of competition. "Many occupations
fight for turf, but only professions expand their cognitive dominion by using
abstract knowledge to annex areas, to define them as their own proper work."
Knowledge is, according to Abbott, the "currency of competition." The continued internal debate about archival theory versus practice indicates that this is a
matter about which archivists ought to worry and work towards resolving.
The next major portion of The System of Professions examines the social and
cultural trends that "environ" the system. Abbott first looks at what he calls the
"internal differentiation and the problem of power," or the manner in which a
profession's internal changes affect its ability to compete in the professional
ecological system. Sources of internal differentiation include academic education, the work place, client differentiation, and career patterns. These internal
aspects are also affected by power, the second part of Abbott's scheme.
"Professional power can be operationally defined as the ability to retain jurisdiction when system forces imply that a profession ought to have lost it." '16 The
sources of such power include public acceptance, the work place, "objective
aspects of the professional task," and government assistance. The lack of public
awareness and understanding of the archival mission, well documented in many
articles over the past decade, suggests that archivists need to consider more
carefully their environment and its implications.
The next two chapters look at the social and cultural environments of professions. Technology and the rise of large organizations are seen as social forces
that open and close professional jurisdictions. Abbott also identifies three great
cultural changes remaking professions: the nature of professional knowledge,
new types of legitimacy claimed for that knowledge, and the rise of the university. Universities, to take just one example, serve as legitimators for the
profession, providing a place to advance the profession's knowledge and educate young professionals. The still tenuous, although improving, condition of
archival education in the universities brings archivists face-to-face with what
they perceive to be their legitimate demand for existence and resources.
Abbott's book concludes with three case studies on the information professions, law, and the psychotherapeutic professions. In some ways, even though
Abbott intends these chapters to put more flesh on the bones of his earlier theorizing, this part of the book is the least satisfying for those looking for
application to their own profession.17 His description of the information professions is, for example, much broader than what librarians, archivists, and other
information workers generally accept. 8 He does, however, make a few interesting points worth some additional consideration. Because information is an
essential part of the diagnostic function of professions, Abbott asserts, "information professions are in some sense specialists in diagnosis and hence
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represent a general threat to all professions.' 19 This is counter to the parochial
notion held by most archivists and librarian-that they are threatened by other
professions. Abbott also states that, lacking a dominant group, "it seems likely
that all the professions in the information area...will end up as small, elite professions with intellectual jurisdictions over large areas." '2 Perhaps this accounts
for some of the prevailing uneasiness that the various information professions
feel about their own status and why archivists and others feel compelled to
address and readdress the matter.
LibrarianshipAs A Profession
Michael Winter has scrutinized librarianship in a book entitled The Culture
and Control of Expertise: Toward a Sociological Understanding of
Librarianship. Winter's book has two purposes, both far more traditional than
the Abbott monograph. First, his writing is intended "to change the way librarians think about their work, and indirectly the way they work." Second, he
hoped "to show how the sociological study of professions and occupations can
be used to understand librarianship."21
In order to do so, Winter tries to blend together aspects of the various methods used to study professions. His first chapter on the rise of modern
professions places librarianship's origins in this context. "Like other relatively
new fields," he writes, "the information occupations emerged as a result of the
increase of complexity in the division of labor, and a parallel increase in the
quantity and complexity of the knowledge and available information that are
used in typical occupational routines." 22 Similar to Abbott's view of the information fields as facilitators and controllers of the use of information, Winter
sees librarianship as the "first of the information-handling occupations to confront the need for new ways of classifying and organizing the recorded forms of
this new knowledge. ' 23 Winter goes on to say that librarianship is an applied
metascience in that it is involved in "mediating between the user and the public
record of knowledge." 24 Archivists will likely recall that their community also
emerged from many of the same events that Winter describes as part of the professionalization of society in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Winter next describes the various ways that professions have traditionally
been studied. He first examines the trait theory, "the view...that a profession is
an occupation with certain characteristics. '25 He then considers alternate
approaches, such as the functionalist and occupational control theories. The
functionalist approach sees that "professionalization is not primarily a matter of
acquiring attributes but rather is a process by which certain occupations come to
play particular kinds of social roles." The control theory looks at professions not
as occupations, "but rather [as] a complex set of procedures for controlling an
occupation."'
Winter uses these various approaches to examine the library community.
First, he looks at librarianship as occupational control, suggesting that most of
its authority is based on collective agreement or group cohesion; reference and
selection functions enhance the control, as does the community's sense of its
own knowledge base. Next he examines the social context of this control.
Returning to the notion that its role in providing access to knowledge strengthens librarianship, Winter writes "Librarians are much closer to the production
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and distribution of knowledge as a whole, and thus much closer to the problems
of metascience than are most other professions." '27 Finally, he confronts the traditional question that librarians and others have asked: "Is librarianship a
profession?" Here he expresses dissatisfaction with the existing models and
wonders whether anyone really knows what a profession is. Winter concludes
by urging a new model that blends the best of the existing approaches to studying professions, emphasizing schools, associations, and the relationship of these
to providing services. All of these concerns are, of course, very similar to the
roles that archivists have assigned themselves and the questions that archivists
have posed about their field.
Although in a sense Winter's study leaves one dangling, (is librarianship a
profession or what?), the feeling is mitigated by his final chapter that proposes a
research agenda for studying the library profession. Winter urges the reader to
look at librarianship as a social system: its professional culture, its tasks and
functions, its historical development, and its social and demographic characteristics. In addition to these empirical approaches, Winter encourages the use of
librarianship as a basis for the theoretical work in the sociological study of professions. Although the end result is a sense of frustration about whether the
reader has been looking at a study of librarianship or a book on sociological
examination, the author probably wanted it both ways. The book is certainly a
valuable contribution to the literature on the nature of the information professions.
Winter's book is a more valuable study for archivists interested in professionalism because of his observation that librarianship is a more traditional
profession; it also allows a comparison to some of the most important points in
Abbott's volume. Abbott's idea that the information professions threaten other
professions is similar to Winter's description of librarianship as a metascience.
Moreover, both strongly emphasize the importance of a knowledge base to any
profession. In other words, Winter's description of librarianship fits comfortably
within Abbott's professional ecology framework. Reading the two studies
together, one has the opportunity to see librarianship from within and as part of
a larger social system. Archivists, representing one of the information professions, also have another source for contemplating their own field.
Thinking of Archivists As Part of the System of Professions
Many of the points made by both authors have significant relevance for the
archival community. Abbott's concept of jurisdiction, for example, reminds one
of the angst that archivists have felt for decades about their own professional
identity and whether the proper place of graduate archival education lies with
historians or librarians or, perhaps, information scientists.28 Without presuming
to offer a solution to this problem, one might suggest that the competition is natural and should not be the topic of so much soul-searching or hand-wringing.
Abbott's book demonstrates that efforts within a profession, like that represented by archivists, will inevitably bring reactions and complaints from closely
related professions-in this case, history, public history, records management,
librarianship, and information science.
Both authors' emphasis upon knowledge points to the most important issue29
for archivists. Although the archival literature has improved considerably,
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archivists are only now beginning to think about profession-wide competencies,
skill, and attitudes. There are still those who do not recognize that archivists
have knowledge or competencies that are distinct, and others who fear that there
is an insufficient body of knowledge on which to base an examination for certification.30 Some of these individuals even wonder whether the archival
community constitutes a profession at all. Technology also looms as a major
cause of shifts within the archival profession, just as in librarianship. The implication of the Abbott and Winter studies is that technology does not necessarily
mean the end of the archival profession, it simply means the shifting of some
professional priorities, professional boundaries, and responsibilities.31 In fact,
Abbott and Winter both attest to the potential influence of the information-based
professions like archives on other professions. This should make archivists
rethink the uniqueness of their mission in the information professions and how
that uniqueness can be used to benefit society and to ensure a continuing role
for the archival profession in the future.
In my 1986 essay I identified six components of an agenda for strengthening
the archival profession. These were, in order of their original presentation (not
necessarily their priority) the (1) need to define and promote the social utility of
historical records; (2) the need to stress the importance of individual archivists
in accomplishing the archival mission; (3) the need to develop a much stronger
national voice for archival issues and concerns; (4) the need to strengthen the
educational foundation, theory and public profile by forming full masters level
archival administration programs; (5) the need to develop systems for individual
certification and institutional accreditation in order to support their educational
standards and broader mission in society; and, finally, (6) the need by archivists
not to limit their quest for increased professional growth by dwelling on the
small size of their profession, but instead to concentrate on the potential for
employment and other opportunities for societal influences. The Abbott and
Winter books help to place such an agenda into a new perspective that has great
potential; the archival profession as one of the group of information professions
that possesses an advantage in the competition for resources, influence, and
continued viability.
While much has happened over the past few years in these six areas, nearly
all remain (in my opinion) as legitimate aspects of a national professional agenda. While today there is a stronger sense of archival professionalism, the
greatest failure in the past few years has been the inability to develop a stronger
public profile and voice or to establish more exact definitions and criteria for
the practice of archival administration (although certification might eventually
rectify the latter issue). Here the Abbott book especially provides a sense of
needed perspective, as well as giving some direction for future action. In considering how jurisdictional boundaries are formed, he noted that "jurisdictions
are renegotiated in work places over two- to three-year periods, in public over
32
ten- to twenty-year periods, in the law over twenty- to fifty-year periods.
Since we are considering a profession that has viewed itself as a profession at
best for fifty years (since the founding of SAA and the National Archives in the
mid-1930s) and more likely only over the past twenty (since the report of the
Committee on the 70s and the emergence of a full-fledged professional association), it is little wonder that greater movement in the strengthening and profile
of the profession has not occurred. Perhaps the archival profession's relative
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youthfulness has given it an ingrained inferiority complex that has prevented it
from capitalizing on its fullest potential.
If we reformulated my 1986 agenda for strengthening the archival profession,
what changes could be made? First, now that SAA's Task Force on Institutional
Evaluation has produced a workbook that individual archival programs can use
to evaluate themselves and to compare their program to others of similar size
and nature, it is probably time to consider more seriously the matter of institutional accreditation. This is a noteworthy objective that is obviously gaining
interest, as illustrated by NAGARA's effort to develop reporting standards and a
recent publication by the New York State Archives and Records Administration
for guiding institutional self-study.33 SAA's re-establishment of the task force as
a standing committee with the specific charge of promoting the use of SAA's
workbook and a longer view of considering an institutional accreditation program modeled after what the Association of American Museums has had for the
past twenty years is a step in the right direction. The AAM program has elicited
a wide range of views during its existence, but there appears to be a least some
consensus that it has aided both individual institutions and the museum profession.34 A program to accredit archival repositories could also make the archival
profession better able to carry out its mission. This fits into Abbott's consideration of systematizing a profession's internal elements, in this case the work
place.
Second, the archival profession needs to define better its own knowledge
base and competencies and, building on these, work to develop precise standards and practices, such as those governing archival description. Through the
1980s we have debated whether or not we have an archival theory.35 We now
need to follow the librarians' lead and define what it is that an archivist needs to
know, studying what archivists do in the workplace, and considering in a more
systematic fashion what employers want archivists to know. This is an especially important task if the archival profession really wants to have "standards" and
if it expects to be able to cope with a rapidly changing society that is driven in
part by increasingly sophisticated uses of information technology. Promoting
the archival mission requires, as much as anything, a firm sense of what
archival knowledge and competencies are required to identify, preserve, and
make available for use records of enduring value. Terms such as "art" or "subjective" hardly characterize all of the archivist's work, and their use is often an
excuse for not developing the precise tools and procedures we need.
Certification has given us an opportunity to define archival knowledge and
competencies, but research (and dissemination of that research), stronger graduate education programs, and a financially stronger national professional
association with resources to commit to such work are also required if we
expect any harvest. Abbott's notion of knowledge as the currency of competition and Winter's metascience come to mind here when considering such
archival issues and the strengthening of educational programs.
Finally, the archival profession needs to consider the accreditation of graduate education programs. Archivists have debated placement of these programs
and, to a lesser extent, the content of archival course work, but they have dealt
less directly with the issue of their quality and effectiveness. The present library
school accreditation program standards (now under review) exist "to identify
the indispensable components of good library education" as well as to be "suffi-
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ciently flexible to allow for future developments" 36 There appears to be a wide
range of opinions in the library community regarding the value of the accreditation program. Nevertheless, the existence of such standards has provided
librarianship with a base for evaluating educational programs, faculty, students,
and a myriad of other issues and concerns of vital importance to that
profession.37 Although the archival profession has new graduate education
guidelines, these are completely voluntary and unregulated. They still tend
toward the lowest common denominator of existing programs rather than focusing on what such programs should be in order to educate better new archivists.
A program of accreditation for educational programs that meet higher standards
could strengthen the archival profession.
Conclusion
Both the Abbott and Winter books reveal significant evidence about the
stresses and fluidity of professions, suggesting why archivists should keep
abreast of such studies. In fact, both should remind archivists that probably no
profession is destined to last forever. Although I have a great love for my profession, I am more interested in seeing that its mission to identify, to preserve,
and to make available records of enduring value remains present in our society.
Whether that mission is carried out by the archival profession or incorporated
into one or more other professions is an issue that is of less importance to me. I
am absolutely convinced, however, that for the mission to survive we must now
work to strengthen the profession. Remembering that we are competing in a
large system of professions and that we have some potential advantages in this
competition should help us to understand the continuing immensity of our task.
Strong archival institutions, on which we all so readily and naturally fix our
attention, will more likely be possible when there is a dynamic archival profession to support them. I think that message comes through an applied reading of
the Abbott and Winter studies.
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management at the School of Library and Information Science, University of
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process includes the formulation of questions, careful planning, hypotheses, and the testing of
hypotheses through the accumulation and interpretation of data.
Very little "hard" research has been done in or about the archival profession. One example of
what I mean can be seen by looking at archival education. Despite a long tradition of writing
about this topic, the majority of the writing about archival education has been devoted to
descriptions or case studies of educational programs, arguments or opinion pieces about the
nature of archival education, historical analyses, and proposals for particular methods to train
archivists. The archival profession has done little research on such issues as basic knowledge
and theory, archival employers and institutions (needs, hiring practices, work levels), students
(recruitment patterns, learning traits and styles), and educational programs (effectiveness of
graduate programs, archival educators, and textbooks, curriculum materials, and tools).
7. Ibid., 2.
8. Ibid., 3.
9. Ibid., 33.
10. Ibid., 52.
11. Ibid., 54-55.
12. Ibid., 59.
13. Ibid., 86.
14. Ibid., 71.
15. Ibid., 102. Another recent book on this topic that is worth looking at is Eliot Freidson,
Professional Powers: A Study of the Institutionalization of Formal Knowledge (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1986). A more traditional sociological study than Abbott's,
ProfessionalPowers is an in-depth analysis of this particular component of modem professions.
16. Abbott, 136.
17. I am not defending, incidentally, that sociological studies should be used primarily to understand how a particular occupation can be strengthened into a profession. That they are used this
way shows that such studies can be valuable for application by professionals. What is most
desired, however, is for a sociologist to study the archival profession with independent or neutral judgment. Such a study would be the most useful to archivists in the long run, providing a
view of themselves and their mission that they rarely get.
18. Abbott not only considers librarians and information scientists as part of this profession, but
wraps in accountants and advertising professionals. Although Abbott's characterization of internal occupational changes, jurisdictional battles, and external societal influences seem plausible
enough, some of the fine points and distinctions are difficult to follow because of the amorphous group making up, in his view, the information professions.
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

34.

35.

36.
37.
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Abbott, 224.
Ibid., 245-46.
Winter, xiii.
Ibid., 3.
Ibid., 5.
A metascience intends to "provide some sense of the structure of knowledge as a whole, and the
dream behind it is to provide a set of concepts that would actually bring the various fields
together in a kind of master science" (Winter, 6-7).
Winter, 21.
Ibid., 42.
Ibid., 82.
Consider, for example, just a few of these arguments. Refer to John C. Colson, "Modifying
Library School Curricula: Archivists and Education," RQ 12 (Spring 1973): 267-272; Nancy E.
Peace and Nancy Fisher Chudacoff, "Archivists and Librarians: A Common Mission, A
Common Education," American Archivist 42 (October 1979): 456-472; George Bolotenko,
"Archivists and Historians: Keepers of the Well," Archivaria 16 (Summer 1983): 5-25; Virginia
J.H. Cain, ed., "Archives By Degrees: Personal Perspectives on Academic Preparation for the
Archival Profession," Provenance 2 (Fall 1984): 39-60; and Lawrence J. McCrank, "Prospects
for Integrating Historical and Information Studies in Archival Education," American Archivist
42 (October 1979): 443-455. The early debate about this issue is covered in Jacqueline Goggin,
"That We Shall Truly Deserve the Title of 'Profession': The Training and Education of
Archivists, 1930-1960," American Archivist 47 (Summer 1984): 243-254.
See, for example, Richard J. Cox, "American Archival Literature: Expanding Horizons and
Continuing Needs, 1901-1987," American Archivist 50 (Summer 1987): 306-323.
For such a view, see John W. Roberts, "Archival Theory: Much Ado About Shelving,"
American Archivist 50 (Winter 1987): 66-74.
See, for example, Randall Jimerson, "Redefining Archival Identity: Meeting User Needs in the
Information Society," American Archivist 52 (Summer 1989): 332-340.
Abbott, 135.
The new self-study volume is Strengthening New York's HistoricalRecords Programs:A SelfStudy Guide (Albany, N.Y.: New York State Archives and Records Administration, 1988).
Although it is directed for use by programs in the Empire State, its advice is generic enough
that it could be used profitably by any historical records program.
For a variety of articles on this topic, see Patricia E. Williams, "Promoting Professional
Standards in America's Museums," Museum 37, no. 3 (1985): 150-155; Thomas D. Nicholson,
"Why Museum Accreditation Doesn't Work," Museum News 60 (September/October 1981): 510; Kenneth Starr, "In Defense of Accreditation: A Response to Thomas D. Nicholson," ibid.
61 (January/February 1982): 5-21; Randi Glickberg, "Historic Sites and Accreditation, ibid. 60
(November/December 1981): 42-49; Joy Youmans Norman, "Reaccreditation: How It Works
and How It's Working," ibid. 61 (July/August 1982): 63-67; Alexander J. Wall, "Demystifying
the Accreditation Process," ibid. 60 (September/October 1981): 49-51; Thomas W. Leavitt,
"Reaccreditation: Learning from Experience," ibid. 60 (September/October 1981): 40-41.
Frank G. Burke, "The Future Course of Archival Theory in the United States," American
Archivist 44 (Winter 1981): 40-46; Lester J. Cappon, "What, Then, Is There to Theorize
About?" ibid. 45 (Winter 1982): 19-25; Gregg D. Kimball, "The Burke-Cappon Debate: Some
Further Criticisms and Considerations for Archival Theory," ibid. 48 (Fall 1985): 369-376; and
Roberts, "Archival Theory (see note no. 30)."
See Standardsfor Accreditation 1972 (Chicago: American Library Association, 1972), 3.
The literature is far too extensive to summarize here. However, I am completing a paper on a
research agenda on archival education that summarizes and refers to many such studies in the
library field.
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THE ARCHIVIST AS
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR
BARBARA FLOYD
ABSTRACT: The vast majority of archivists are employed by public sector organizations, defined as all organizations dependent on public funding. Yet
previous discussions of management training for archivists have made little
mention of the applicability of the field of public administration to that training.
Unlike business administration, public administration teaches management
skills for the public and nonprofit sectors, with an emphasis on its political context. This article introduces archivists to the field of public administration,
demonstrates how this course of study is appropriate for archivists wanting to
improve their management skills, and finally makes the case for archivists
becoming more effective public administrators in order to thrive in this era of
shrinking public dollars.
The importance of management skills to archivists has been accepted in the
profession for several years. In 1986 the Society of American Archivists' Task
Force on Goals and Priorities reported that few archivists receive training in
administration, planning, fundraising, or public relations.' Building upon this
premise, Susan E. Davis, in her article "Development of Managerial Training
for Archivists" wrote: "the question, therefore, is not whether management2
training is good and necessary, but rather what that training should cover."
Davis explains how management is taught in the fields of business and library
science. However, she does not discuss the applicability of the study of public
administration to the management of archives. Since approximately 80 percent
of Midwest Archives Conference members are employed by public or nonprofit
organizations, management training for archivists is most appropriately taught
from a public administration perspective.'
What is Public Administration?
There is no single definition of public administration. It draws upon many
disciplines, including political science, sociology, economics, and business
administration. But public administration differs from other management fields
because it recognizes the
impact of the political environment on the administra4
tion of a "public" entity.
This differentiation of management in the public sector from management in
the private sector is the essence of modem public administration. Prior to the
1950s, public administration scholars refused to admit that politics played any
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role in the administration of public programs. These early scholars envisioned a
politics/administration dichotomy. Politicians made the policies, and administrators merely carried them out. Beginning in the 1950s, however, systems theory
began to be applied to many fields outside the pure sciences, including public
administration. When systems theory was applied to public administration,
scholars discovered how the political environment acts upon administrative
decisions.'
Scholars realized that the influence of politics is the essential difference
between the public and private world. Paul Appleby expressed this idea when
he said government is different because government is politics. 6 Wallace Sayre,
among others, agreed, stating that government and the private sector are alike
only in general management functions, which he characterized as "all the unimportant respects." 7 This "publicness" became the focus of the study of public
administration. A public institution is different from a private one in its environmental constraints, its legal constraints, its functioning, and its form. Therefore,
management in the public sector must reflect these differences and requires a
new type of training for managers who administer programs in public settings.
Most archives fit squarely in the public arena. Public archival agencies are
not limited to the obvious repositories of our government: the National
Archives, state archives, and local government archives. They also include
archives of state universities; archives of nonprofit organizations like state historical societies and hospitals; and the archives of quasi-governmental
organizations like social service agencies and research institutes. These organizations are all funded in one way or another by the public, and public funding
means public accountability It is often the public aspect of these organizations
that is the basis for creating their archives.
Government is never far away from most archivists' everyday tasks. Federal
paperwork reduction acts, the Freedom of Information Act, tax laws, and funding levels for the National Historical Publications and Records Commission
have direct impact on our work. The influence of government on archivists
at the state and local level is even greater. If we work for state universities, we
rely upon state lawmakers for funding. State government regulations have
forced many of us to become records managers. Our patrons' access to certain
types of records is governed by state laws. And even more profoundly, the political environment of our own institution exercises an impact on us. Whether
our archives is sanctioned by official institutional policy, whether our board
of directors consists of political appointees, whether our employees are civil
servants-all relate to our jobs. Few archivists can escape the political environment, and we are constrained by its resources, regulations, and influence.
PublicAdministration TrainingPrograms
Postgraduate education appears to be the best means of promoting management training for archivists. Such education programs would best address the
needs of a vast majority of archivists if they focused on management for public
sector institutions. In addition to continuing education workshops and seminars
available at nearly every institution of higher learning, full-scale graduate programs in public administration leading to an M.P.A. degree are available at
almost 200 U.S. colleges and universities, nearly 50 of them in the Midwest. 9
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Guidelines for these M.EA. programs from the National Association of Schools
of Public Affairs and Administration (NASPAA), the professional accrediting
association, suggest a mixture of classroom study and field experience (usually
in the form of internships, or for midcareer professionals, an application of
classroom training to their current job situations). NASPAA further suggests a
conceptual framework of M.P.A. programs covering five broad areas: 1) the
political-social-economic context of the field, 2) quantitative and nonquantitative analytical skills, 3) individual/group/organizational dynamics, 4) policy
analysis, and 5) administrative and management processes. 10
Courses pertaining to the political-economic-social context of public administration involve study of the political system, the economic system, and cultural
and social mores. Emphasis is on the purposes and limitations of government in
fostering social and economic development, and the role of the administrator in
this process. Applied statistics and decision-making methods are taught as problem solving tools. For understanding of individual/group/organizational
dynamics, public administration draws upon the insights of psychology. Public
organizations are dissected to explain behavior and ways that behavior can be
modified for the public good. Policy analysis classes investigate how public
policy is formulated, implemented, and evaluated. Lastly, classes in administrative and management processes examine the nuts and bolts of public sector
management: personnel, budgeting, and organizational design.
Such coursework bears some resemblance to business school curricula and
many M.P.A. programs allow students to register for some courses in the business school. But public administration schools recognize that the public sector
requires essential differences in management philosophy from the profit-driven
private sector because of the public sector's political nature.
Archival Administration as Public Administration
Whether they recognize it or not, most archivists employed in the public sector are applying public administration skills and theories in their work. The
following are several examples of how public administration theory is, and
should be, utilized by archivists.
Organizational Theory. Organizational theory in public administration examines the legitimization of power in government. While this sounds remote from
archival work, it is not. Appraisal, for example, is directly affected by organizational theory. A legitimate government is one recognized to have the authority
and power to make decisions. Authority in the United States comes from a constitution-a written document." All public sector archivists see this written
legitimization of the authority of the agencies they document as one of the most
important items in their custody. A government legitimized by a constitution
creates agencies to administer for the public good. These agencies set procedures, develop internal structures, and perform activities to carry out their
function. Archivists responsible for documenting these agencies must understand the procedures, structures, and activities. Students of T.R. Schellenberg
might recognize this as collecting records of "evidential value.' 2
Others have seconded Schellenberg's desire to apply organizational theory to
appraisal. Frank Burke cites the lack of research in this area: "Another area
completely ignored in archival writing is a study of the decision-making process
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in the management and operations of a corporate body.' 3 Among the few articles on the subject is "Max Weber and the Analysis of Modern Bureaucratic
Organizations: Notes Toward a Theory of Appraisal" by Michael A. Lutzker.
Lutzker illustrates how the structure of a bureaucracy affects appraisal decisions. 4
Another example of how public administration organizational theory has
been applied to archival appraisal theory is the black box of Boles and Young. 5
The black box is an application of systems theory, an aspect of organizational
theory. Open systems theorists, which Boles and Young appear to be, view organizations as organic.' 6 A system-in this case a university archives-receives
inputs of records. The retention decision, whether to accession or dispose is, in
the parlance of organizational theory, the "throughput" (the action the system
takes on the input). This throughput is influenced by the outside political environment. Boles and Young noted political considerations such as donor and
researcher relations, resource limitations involving cost of retention, and procedural precedents such as collecting policies, as factors affecting the throughput.
From the throughput comes the output, or the consequence of deciding whether
to keep or dispose of records. Feedback from those affected by the output will
in turn affect future inputs, throughputs, and outputs.
Although archivists might see the relevance of organizational theory to
appraisal, they might well wonder how such organizational theory analysis
could affect the archives' daily operations. Organizational theory is useful
because it places archival theory in a larger context. Archivists need to realize
that not only are the agencies they document part of a political system, but so
too are the archives that document the agencies. Public sector archivists must
identify how their own procedures, structures, and activities relate to the larger
political entity they are documenting and how the political environment of that
entity affects the archives. By conducting such analysis, archivists can understand how they operate as part of this system, which may help them improve
their place within that system.
Resource Management. The budget process is a direct example of how
understanding the system can work to the advantage of the public sector
archivist. Because public resources are getting scarcer and archival repositories
must compete with other programs often deemed more necessary for the public
good, archivists must become adept at managing the budget process within their
own political environment.
In the budget process, archivists often seem doomed. Not only do we do most
of our work out of the public's eye, when given the spotlight our work seems so
esoteric that few members of the public grasp its significance. Because the public budgeting process begins with perceptions of public needs, if we as
archivists cannot make our work appear useful to the public--or more important, to the representatives of the public-we have no ammunition in the fight
for increased resources.
Some in our profession have criticized the recent emphasis on archival
outreach programs. But if outreach is defined as a way to communicate to resource allocators the importance of our work, outreach is an obvious and
growing necessity. Outreach programs are essential activities for gaining adequate funding.
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After public perception of need is gauged by the resource allocators, the budget goes through the same familiar phases of agency submittal, executive
review, legislative or committee review and approval, execution, and audit no
matter what the size of the public agency. 17 Up to the point of approval, it is
important for the archivist to keep an eye on the political process, lobbying and
maneuvering wherever possible to influence the outcome. At the state level, this
may require attending committee hearings and speaking personally to legislators. At lower levels of government, it may be more akin to networking through
the organization. And throughout this phase of the budget process, outreach
efforts should not wane. Service, public programming, exhibits, and publicity
are the archivist's best ways to get their message across.
Planning, Implementing, and Evaluating. Once the budget battle has been
fought, archivists must learn effective planning to make the best use of their
limited funds. In the past, archivists gave little thought to planning, undertaking
it only when embarking on new projects such as building facilities, writing
grants, or automating. Often, we did not see beyond the current range of boxes.
The state assessment reports funded by NHPRC serve as example of how and
why planning should be applied to public sector archives. The best of the
reports, such as New York State's Toward A Useable Past, followed common
public administration planning models. 8
The first page of Toward A Useable Past summarizes clearly the three basic
premises of a public sector planning model: the fundamental public service mission of the agency, the values of the agency's administrators, and the
opportunities and problems the plan hopes to solve.' 9 From these basic premises,
the report provides policy and medium-range planning recommendations. And
more recently, the New York report has been implemented through programming based upon the recommendations. One hopes that the state will evaluate
its successes and failures in implementing the report's recommendations at
some point in the future, providing feedback for further planning.
The New York report is an encouraging example of how archivists can plan
within a political environment. States with less successful assessment reports
might do well to apply public sector planning models to determine where
improvements might be made.
Other Aspects of Public Administration. There are other aspects of public
administration theory that apply to archivists. In human resources management,
understanding civil service regulations and unionization in the public sector
are critical to those in supervisory positions. For example, terminating an
employee in the public sector is much different from terminating one in the private sector, and knowing the difference is crucial for both parties. Intergovernmental relations study might provide archivists responsible to different levels
of government valuable insight into these complicated arrangements. Local
government records archivists, for example, should have a thorough understanding of the relationships between counties, cities, and townships if they are to
make informed appraisal decisions about records of these entities. And yet
another example would be utilizing a policy analysis approach to discover why
some regulations, such as those governing records management programs, have
been effectively or ineffectively implemented.
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The Need to Become Better Public Administrators
The history of the U.S. political system is the history of the growth in size
and influence of government. From the time the founders established public
domains like the mail service, roads, and defense, through the industrial revolution to the Depression, more wars, the civil rights movement, and the environmental movement, our government has continued to grow. Phenomenal
growth occurred at the federal level, with an equal or greater growth occurring
at the state and local levels.
Archivists can look at their organizations' files today and see a mirror image
of governmental growth. The growth in administrative functions of government
has been accompanied by an increase in paperwork because public administration requires information gathering. Information gathering, of course, means
more paper.
It seemed for a while that governmental growth would never end. But the
1980s brought a new term to the public administration field--cutback management. Cutback management is defined as "managing organizational change
toward lower levels of resource consumption and organizational activity. '20 For
most institutions dependent on public funding this has meant less money to
operate programs. Because archivists lag several years behind in acquiring
records, they are managing the paperwork growth of the 1960s and the 1970s
with the declining resources of the 1980s and 1990s. Balancing declining
resources against increasing job pressures demands that archivists develop new
methods and hone administrative skills in the near future.
Unlike their private sector counterparts, public sector employees cannot
expect larger profits each year to fund bigger and better programs. Nor can they
expect larger governmental appropriations because cutback management is not
a passing whim, but a long-term reality. If we as archivists are going to compete
for our share of the shrinking pie, we must become more politically attuned.
Hence our management training must be aimed at survival in the political environment, not the corporate world. For those of us in the public sector, reading
the latest text on corporate management techniques by Peter Drucker, or searching for the "excellence" described by Peters and Waterman will not make us
more effective managers. 2' Nor will pursuing M.B.A. degrees, because business
school training ignores the uniqueness inherent in the public sector.
The recently revised "SAA Guidelines for Graduate Archival Education
Programs" have at least made mention of public administration as a field
applicable to archival training. But even here it is last on the list of "related
fields." '22 If we hope to contend for resources in an era when competition for
those resources is becoming more difficult, we must recognize how our organizations fit into the larger political environment We need to develop political
savvy and administrative skills as they relate to this political environment. In
many ways public administration is not a remotely "related field," but rather
what we do every day, and what we need to learn to do better.
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THE ARCHIVAL INTERSECTION:

COOPERATION
BETWEEN COLLECTING
REPOSITORIES AND NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS
DAVID J. KLAASSEN
ABSTRACT: The records of nonprofit organizations constitute a valuable but
endangered species of historical documentation. Organizations frequently lack
the combination of resources, perceived need, and will necessary to operate
their own archival programs. If such records are to be preserved, archivists will
have to intervene, either to encourage the organization to establish its own
archives, or to arrange a transfer to an appropriate collecting repository.
Collaboration between the organization and the collecting repository challenges
some existing conceptions about the nature of archives and offers opportunities
for creative interaction.

Users of archives tend to concentrate primarily on what archives contain.
They are looking for a way to connect their present need with something from
the past--either a piece of information or a physical embodiment of that past.
Keepers of archives are trained to be conscious of where that information or
artifact came from, in order to present and interpret them effectively. Both users
and keepers are likely to think about where archives are now only as a practical
matter of where they can get their information or their paycheck.
In truth, the nature and availability of archives depend on the interaction of
two "wheres," or sets of circumstances: where the records came from, i.e., the
institution or individual that created them; and where they are preserved, i.e.,
the institution that has accepted responsibility for their continued existence.
These two "wheres" are represented by the metaphor of an archival intersection. The metaphor conveys the observation that most of life's critical
decisions-and the resulting changes of direction, collisions, and near misses--occur in or near the intersections. On one level it suggests a chronological meeting place-where past meets present. In another, more specific way it
calls attention to an intersection of institutional entities-the meeting point of
organizations that create records and repositories that acquire them.1
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The Nature and Nurture of Archives
Although the analogy is imperfect, the combination of who creates archives
and who preserves them is somewhat akin to the way that an individual is
shaped by a blend of hereditary and environmental factors. Just as analysis of
nature and nurture can help us to comprehend an individual's personality, so
consideration of the intersection of records creation and archival care can
inform our understanding of archives.
The office of origin provides the heredity that gives records their essential
shape. Central to the principle of provenance is the notion that archives are an
integral part of the activity that accounted for their creation. It is for that reason
that records or papers from a single source are not to be intermingled with those
from another; and it explains why they can be understood properly only if information is available about the individual or institutional creator.
The institution that decides to extend the life of records beyond their primary
intended purpose contributes "environmental" factors that reshape the records in
subtle ways. Even the conservative "honest broker" archivist inevitably makes
decisions that determine what will be available, and in what context.
Sometimes, when an institution maintains its own archives, creation and preservation are accomplished by the same institution. Other times an institution
collects and preserves records and papers that were created by other individuals
or institutions. That, in essence, is the distinction between archives and
manuscripts--one is kept, the other collected. In all likelihood, the priorities of
the keepers will differ from those of the collectors, and different administrative
practices will result. In either case, however, the act of preservation is intended
to provide the means for a meeting of past and present.
What is an Archives?
None of this is particularly novel, but it may provide a framework for
addressing the issues that are raised in situations where records created or gathered by an organization are transferred to a collecting repository. Some of these
issues are revealed in the vexing, if not earthshaking, lack of consensus on the
basic question of "what is an archives?" The 1974 Glossary sanctioned a trinity
of terms to apply to accumulations of documents that have some type of wholeis-greater-than-the-sum-of-its-parts relationship: archives ("the noncurrent
records of an organization or institution preserved because of their continuing
value"); records ("all recorded information...made or received by an organization or institution"); and papers ("a natural accumulation of personal and family
materials, as distinct from records").' According to these definitions, archives
applies to the subset of organizational records that have been selected for continued existence-and should not be applied to personal or family materials.
Actual usage has been somewhat different; the tendency is to refer to the
archives of an institution if they are maintained in-house, but to call the very
of documents records if they are transferred to a
same select accumulation
4
manuscript repository.
It would simplify our professional lives--or at least our efforts to describe
what we do, and what we do it to-if we had a general term to apply to all accumulations of documents that have been deemed worthy of continued
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preservation, regardless of their parentage or their current custody. The lack of
such a term reflects the determination, primarily on the part of government
archivists, to distinguish true archives from suspect pretenders. The classic definition insists on both hereditary and environmental purity for true archives,
emphasizing three essential characteristics: the organic unity of the materials,
resulting from their derivation from a common source; purposeful selection of
materials for continued preservation beyond their active administrative life; and
the importance of an unbroken chain of custody from creation to preservation.'
Few archivists would quarrel with defining archives in terms of an intentionally selected set of organically related records, but there is a distinct lack of
consensus over the third characteristic, unbroken custody. More than thirty
years ago Lester Cappon noted that "numerous bodies of historical manuscripts
are really archival records under an assumed name." He made the point not to
quibble over terminology but to argue for the appropriateness and even the
necessity of libraries, historical societies, and other similar research institutions
intervening to preserve the manuscripts qua archives of some organizations. 6
The point of this discussion is not that terminology must be clarified before
life can go on, but that the semantic confusion reveals some continuing ambivalence about what and who are truly archival. The archives-within-archives
situation is one that needs to have its implications explored more fully. Whether
they are called records, archives, or something else, the materials of organizations and institutions that are transferred to collecting repositories raise
important issues of responsibility, accountability, priority, constituency, and
longevity that deserve consideration.7
The archives of nonprofit organizations are prime candidates for transfer to a
collecting repository. These organizations or associations exist to bring together
persons or institutions that share common purposes or interests in order to promote those interests. In comparison with government, corporations, and
educational and religious institutions, they are usually less hierarchical and
bureaucratic The crucial distinction may be that, unlike institutions which tend
to define and serve their own ends, organizations more often exist to further the
purposes of their members or affiliates. Three points should be made about the
records of nonprofit organizations:
" They represent a valuable but endangered species of historical documentation.
" Sometimes the resources of the organization must be combined with those of
a collecting repository to create a critical mass for archival preservation to
occur.
• There is an opportunity for creative interaction between the organization and
the repository.
EndangeredSpecies
Organizational records represent an endangered species that deserves attention. Records of organizations are critical to the understanding of America.
Voluntarism is a major defining characteristic of American society, and it has
long been manifested in a tendency to provide organizational structures through
which similar interests can be assembled for mutual benefit. The term "organizational society" has been used to describe the American social order that
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emerged in the early twentieth century. 9 David Hammack recently provided a
compelling case for the importance of nonprofit organizations and their
archives, observing that Americans have traditionally relied on nonprofit organizations for purposes that most European nations assign to the state. 10
New organizations emerged, embodying the optimistic assumption that no
problem or condition, properly understood and analyzed, could withstand the
onslaught of rationally and systematically applied resources. This kind of thinking particularly influenced the specialized associations formed by persons with
a shared interest or concern. These associations, bringing together like-minded
individuals from across the country on a relatively equal basis, served as an
important link between the local community and the larger society.
The records of such organizations provide a unique and valuable perspective.
An organization's scope is, by definition, narrow in subject but cross-sectional
in geographic or institutional inclusiveness. Where institutional archives provide intensive documentation of relatively limited circumstances (although
there are spectacular exceptions in the case of extraordinarily large and diverse
institutions), organizational archives offer extensive and comparative documentation of similar activities in different circumstances, either complementing the
internal institutional evidence or, in many cases, providing the only available
substitute if the latter has not been preserved. For example, researchers have
found unduplicated evidence in the archives of national organizations held in
the Social Welfare History Archives to inform studies of race relations in the
Philadelphia police department, corruption in the St. Louis police department,
and Junior League activity in Atlanta.
If such records are valuable, they are also endangered. Archives are frequently the result of a particular moment or person. Too often the archives dies when
the person leaves or the moment passes. This is especially true in the case of
organizations. As a crude but telling index, consider the following: the 1990
edition of the Encyclopedia of Associations lists more than 30,000 national and
international trade and professional associations, social welfare and public
affairs organizations, labor unions, fraternal and patriotic organizations, and
other types of groups consisting of voluntary members;' a search of the 1988
Society of American Archivists (SAA) Directory of Individual Members turned
up fewer than forty individuals, out of a total membership of nearly three thousand, whose institutional affiliation could clearly be identified with such
organizations. 2 Only about half the organizations identified in a similar search
of the 1983 directory were still represented five years later. Lack of an SAAaffiliated employee does not, of course, prove the nonexistence of an
institutional archives, but the miniscule numbers are still revealing. 3
There are several factors that explain this small number. In some cases an
external requirement provides the motivation to establish an archives.
Organizations, however, are relatively free from such forces. In contrast to governmental agencies, voluntary organizations do not have the same degree of
public accountability mandating that records be preserved and made accessible.
Compared with businesses, there is not the same degree of regulatory or financial accountability that requires records to be retained subject to audit or review.
Most obviously, many organizations have a problem of scale. They are large
enough to generate and accumulate a substantial quantity of records but too
small to support specialized records management or archival staff. There are no
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distinct thresholds, but an organization with fewer than fifty full-time staff
members can less likely afford to devote a substantial part of one of those positions to archival functions than can an institution with staff that numbers in the
hundreds. As an indication of the size of a "typical" national association, an
analysis of every twenty-fifth of the 1,685 entries for "social welfare organizations" in the 1990 Encyclopedia of Associations revealed an average staff size
of 22 for organizations who reported that information. Only about one in five
had a staff of 50 or more; 78 was the largest staff in the sample." Organizations
currently represented in the Social Welfare History Archives (excluding the
much larger YMCA of the USA) have an average staff size of 58, again using
the Encyclopedia as a data source.
On a less tangible level, many organizations do not perceive the need, value,
or possibility of an identifiable legacy that would support, and derive support
from, an archival program. The reasons vary with specific circumstances. The
ad hoc, solve-the-problem-of-the-day nature of evolutionary organizational
development tends to place priority on the effectiveness of current services.
Frequent reorganizations, mergers, and redefinitions of mission may lessen the
sense of historic identity as can the tendency of many organizations to subordinate their own identity to that of their affiliated agencies and individual
members or to the cause they exist to serve.
If most organizations have been hesitant to establish their own archives, neither have manuscript repositories been beating paths to organizational
headquarters, particularly in recent years. A survey of nine repositories in 1986,
conducted for the "Midwestern Inquirer" feature in the MAC Newsletter, suggests that archivists continue to acquire contemporary organizational records
other than those of their parent institution on a case-by-case basis, but that they
are proceeding cautiously, aware of the potential problems of bulk, particularly
if open-ended commitments are made to continue to accept future accretions.
Only one of the nine respondents reported offering records management consultation to systematize the transfer of records.15
Records of organizations, particularly national organizations, often fail to
attract the interest of manuscript repositories for another reason. Relatively few
repositories collect systematically on a national scale; most concentrate on a
local, state, or regional area. Unless a national organization is of obvious historical prominence or the concerns that it addresses are related to an area such as
labor, women, immigration, or social welfare that has a collecting repository
specializing in that field, its records6 are unlikely to be a high-priority item in the
collecting policy of any repository.'
CriticalMass
In the ideal world, organizations should assume responsibility for their own
records. In considering how the archival profession could best identify and
retain records of enduring value, the SAA Task Force on Goals and Priorities
(GAP) recommended that repositories should accept institutional or organizational records only after efforts have been made to convince the institution to
establish its own records program. 17 In the big picture, the underlying logic of
this recommendation is unassailable: archival resources are extremely limited; if
collecting repositories provide an easy out by accepting transferred records, the
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records creators have no incentive to commit resources to developing their own
archives; this, in turn, prevents the repository from collecting something else.18
The real-world situation, however, is as Cappon recognized more than thirty
years ago: that in many instances organizations simply do not possess the necessary combination of perceived need, resources, and will to develop their own
archives program; and that the only chance for survival of some organizations'
archives is in historical societies, university libraries, and other similar research
institutions.19 The GAP Task Force's preferred approach is for archivists to urge
records creators to accept responsibility for their historically important records,
but it acknowledged that self-maintenance programs are not appropriate in
every instance.'
Proper preservation of an organization's archives requires adequate amounts
of three interrelated components: a perceived need, the availability and commitment of resources, and the will to act. If neither the records-creating
organization nor the collecting repository alone possesses the necessary combination of these three elements, sometimes the two, working together, can create
the critical mass necessary to develop and sustain an archival program.
The most tangible component, resources, usually attracts most of the attention. Organizations, like institutions and individuals, range from affluence to
something below the subsistence level. Some can clearly afford to take full
responsibility for their own historical records while others can hardly afford file
cabinets-let alone file clerks-for current records. Most organizations fall
somewhere between those extremes. Unfortunately, the condition of an organization's balance sheet does not always correlate with the value of its records,
whether that value is measured by internal administrative or external research
and cultural value standards. Some financially impoverished organizations have
created records of extraordinary research value, precisely because of their work
in areas of society too poor to generate alternate sources of documentation.
Collecting repositories clearly do not possess the resources to accept organizational archives indiscriminately. In selected cases, however, they can and
should act to preserve endangered documentation, particularly if they can combine their resources with those of the organizations whose records they accept.
Increasingly, as the "Midwestern Inquirer" survey showed, repositories are
negotiating to receive financial subsidies when they accept responsibility for an
organization's records; organizations appear to expect to be asked to pay for
archival services.
In many cases, these subsidies amount to little more than covering the costs
of packing and shipping the records, but there are significant exceptions. The
Archives of Labor and Urban Affairs pioneered the development of resource
collaboration between the collecting repository and its donor organizations.
Most notably, the United Auto Workers paid for the Walter Reuther Library, the
building on the Wayne State University campus that has housed the archives
since 1975. The UAW has recently committed $3.4 million for the construction
of the Leonard Woodcock Wing that will be added to the library. On another
level, the archives has agreements through which several unions and other organizations provide financial support for the management of their archives.
Typically these funds cover a half-time archival position and some supplies and
related expenses. The archives provides formal records management consultation to some of its donor unions, although this is viewed as part of the
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basic field work/acquisitions program and is not necessarily tied to financial
subsidies.21
The University of Illinois Archives entered a contractual relationship with the
American Library Association in 1973 to administer the ALA archives and has
continued that relationship to the present. Since then it has entered similar
agreements with several of the approximately 30 other educational and professional organizations whose archives are at the University of Illinois Archives.
The agreements, which generally provide for three-year renewals, specify the
services to be provided for the organizations by the archives, define terms of
access, and provide for an annual financial subsidy that covers the salary of a
part-time graduate student assistant (half-time in the case of the ALA, quartertime for most others) and contributes toward related expenses such as computer
hardware and software upgrades. The University of Illinois Archives has developed transfer guidelines that outline general categories for preservation
or
22
destruction, but it does not provide full records management consultation.
The YMCA of the USA maintained its own historical library, which included
an archives/manuscripts component, for nearly one hundred years. When it
moved its headquarters from New York to Chicago in 1981, it retained an
archival consultant to help it assess the cost of providing appropriate internal
administration of its rich and voluminous historical records and to compare that
with the option of working together with a collecting repository. When the
YMCA deposited its records with the University of Minnesota's Social Welfare
History Archives, it initially provided an annual stipend for preservation
expenses. After three years the YMCA agreed instead to pick up the salaries of
two staff members who had originally been hired on grant and one-time university funds. It did so because its executives came to appreciate the benefits of a
professionally managed.archives for meeting legal and other informational
needs and, equally important, for promoting the YMCA's heritage through conference exhibits, a pictorial history, and the like. In comparison with other social
service organizations, the YMCA had more ample financial resources on which
to draw, and its professional staff 23and lay leaders have a strong attachment to
the organization's historical legacy.
Archivists involved in these arrangements agree that the provision of a financial subsidy fundamentally changes the relationship between the archives and
the donor organization in a positive way. Maynard Brichford made the distinction between a "collecting repository" and a "contracting archives," stressing
that in the latter case the contractual obligations lead to more attention being
paid to issues of legal custody and levels of service by both sides. Warner Pflug
pointed to stronger relationships and higher expectations. Andrea Hinding hesitated to speculate whether financial support led to, or signaled the previous
existence of, the donor and repository being more engaged with each other and
with the records, but she affirmed the value of using a contractual relationship
to obtain the strong support of leading executives, if only to call the attention
of
24
the rest of the organization's staff to the importance attached to the archives.
There is one sense in which the resources of a shared stewardship can, in fact,
exceed the sum of the parts. A carefully devised partnership can, in some cases,
make a more effective appeal for third-party funding than could either partner
acting alone. The organization can provide access, based on its credibility and
reputation, to foundations and individuals not accustomed to supporting
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archival projects, and the repository's involvement adds to the legitimacy and
professional or technical competence of the project.
At least as important as the availability of tangible resources is the intangible
will to act-and to continue. That will derives from a perceived need for information or for a tangible link to the past. Sometimes the will and perception
reside within the organization or can be developed there through an appeal to
organizational self-interest. For example, a likely candidate to establish an inhouse archival program would be an organization that possesses healthy
finances and enough public prominence to suggest that an archives might serve
useful marketing purposes.
In other cases the perception of value and the will to act exist only outside the
organization, particularly when the desirable qualities in the records have mostly to do with research use and cultural value. An organization's financial
condition and its public prominence are not necessarily reliable predictors of the
research value of its records. Thus cases of poor organizations with historically rich records are particularly appropriate for collaboration between the
organization and a collecting repository.
Even more rare than the willingness to start an archives is the ability to continue. If archival records should endure, so should archival programs. As
already noted, archives are frequently the result of a particular moment or person, and they often have trouble surviving the passage of that person or set of
circumstances. The National Historical Publications and Records Commission
and, to a lesser extent, the National Endowment for the Humanities, have provided seed money to initiate numerous archival programs. The issue they
constantly face is that of discerning the host institution's commitment to maintain the program after the expiration of outside funding.
In the experience of the Social Welfare History Archives, a number of organizations have transferred their archives after what had begun as credible in-house
programs simply became too great a burden to maintain over time. Most frequently, operating costs (staff salaries in particular) were the critical factor. In
one case, an organization decided that it could no longer afford to have its office
staff distracted by the need to provide reference service for occasional
researchers, even though its archives were quite well organized.
Collecting repositories are far from immune to retrenchment decisions but in
general they enjoy one important advantage over in-house institutional archives
programs. Their primary mission-the support of research-is more likely to be
seen as congruent with that of the parent institution, be it a university, a historical society, or a research center. This in no way guarantees continued adequate
resources in times of institutional retrenchment, but it does provide relative
security against the threat of outright termination of an archival program.
CreativeInteraction
When archivists in collecting repositories accept responsibility for the
archives of contemporary organizations, they enter a realm that straddles the
two traditional camps of manuscripts and archives without quite fitting into
either one. They must deal with records that resemble the holdings of an institutional archives in volume, complexity, and impersonality, but do so in a context
of serving primarily cultural and educational purposes. They find their work
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shaped by the nature of the records, by their institutional mission, and by their
unique relationship-or lack thereof-to the creators of the records. This
archival intersection presents both problems and challenges, but most of all it
offers the opportunity to view and present archives in a somewhat different
light.
There is more to an archives than efficiency and effectiveness of technical
operations. Beyond the realm of systematically applied retention-and-transfer
schedules and comprehensive and coherent finding aids lies an opportunity to
perceive, raise consciousness about, and act on, the multiple values of documentary evidence. This ability to perceive and effectively interpret the potential
of the archives is enhanced by a blending of different perspectives and sets of
intangible resources.
One way of illustrating this is by considering the unique status of the
National Archives. It is no accident that much of American archival theory has
emerged from that institution, partly due to the sheer magnitude of the operation
and of the problems that it is required to address. Trudy Peterson has argued that
"in most cases archival theory has grown from a body of practical experience
which has later been clarified and defined in terms of general operating principles.."' An important part of the practical experience of the National Archives
has been the constant need to take into account the pressures of the records creators and of diverse researchers. Interaction among those forces provides the
incentive to define and analyze problems and to seek solutions. It is not necessary to demonstrate that the National Archives has consistently succeeded in
satisfying its multiple constituencies in order to acknowledge that the attempt to
do so has clarified professional issues and suggested possible solutions.
Most small institutional archives are unlikely to face as many extreme cross
currents, because most of their dealings are with a constituency inside the institution. Understandably, policies and actions will be shaped by the needs of that
constituency. Archivists and curators in collecting repositories, informed by
their interaction with a wider range of researchers, may enjoy a broader (or at
least a different) perspective of the varied uses to be made of archives, but they
are often frustrated by their inability to interact with the creators of the records,
either to understand what already exists or to advocate what should be created.
The concept of documentation strategies as it has emerged in the past few
years places great emphasis on analyzing and understanding an area or topic
and the available sources of information so that decisions on what to collect and
preserve can be made on an informed basis. The implementation of such an
analysis, according to Helen Samuels, "is carried out through the mutual efforts
of many institutions and individuals influencing the creation of records and the
archival retention of a portion of them. ' '21 Although Samuels and other advocates of documentation strategies stress the need for large-scale interinstitutional planning, 7 one of the underlying principles may be applied to a more
modest collaboration: interaction among records creators and archivists in specific cases where custody of the records has been transferred.
At the archival intersection there is an opportunity-admittedly seldom realized-to have it both ways. The organization, through its officers and in-house
historians, contributes an intimate knowledge of the provenance, i.e., an understanding of the structure and activities out of which the records emerge. From
this the archivist gains an understanding of the organization's administrative
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information needs and a channel through which to address issues related to the
creation, selection, and transfer of records in a systematic way.
On the other hand, the archives contributes a perspective gained through
experience with records of other organizations and interaction with a wider
range of users, which shapes and enriches the interpretation of the organization's records. Furthermore, the institutional setting of a university, historical
society, or research center can provide ready access to persons knowledgeable
in the subject or with specialized preservation and interpretation skills. The
repository's institutional setting also offers access to online bibliographic utilities such as the Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN) and the rest of
the information-sharing infrastructure.
Conclusion
Admittedly, none of the alleged virtues of creator-archivist collaboration, particularly those associated with intensive interaction, emerge as a simple matter
of course. Transferring records to a collecting repository does not eliminate
problems nor does it guarantee responsible administration. A transfer can easily
be viewed as a one-time transaction when in fact the continuing relationship
between the organization and the archives should be one of its most important
results. Physical distance can easily become out-of-sight-out-of-mind, robbing
the organization of access to evidence about its past and limiting the archives'
understanding of the records it holds.
Real though these potential problems are, concern about them should not be
allowed to paralyze archivists' efforts to deal responsibly with the need to preserve organizational records. Members of the archival profession must do more
to get organizations to understand that their inactive records possess administrative value and, in some cases, are cultural assets as well. They should be
encouraged to establish their own archives or to collaborate with a repository.
The circumstances that organizations face range across a continuum, as do the
decisions appropriate for those circumstances. As in most things, the extremes
may be easily defined, while the more difficult choices are faced by occupants
in the middle range of the spectrum. A few general statements should help to
clarify the range of options.
1. An organization should operate its own archives if it possesses the necessary
need, will, and resources because there are opportunities for the institutional
archivist to interact, to educate, and to intervene in response to constantly
changing circumstances that are not available to the off-site archivist. 28 If one
or more of these necessary elements is only marginally inadequate, external
advice and encouragement may help to develop the internal critical mass.
2. At the other extreme, we might as well recognize that the records of some
organizations will be preserved only by a collecting repository, if at all.
Archivists will achieve no positive purpose by assuming that every organization can be convinced to develop an internal means of systematically selecting and preserving its archives.
3. Between the two extremes lies the realm of more difficult choices, where
transfer of an archives is not an absolute necessity but may, after careful evaluation, prove to be the most appropriate decision. Frank Boles and Julia
Marks Young have developed a "black box" model to present the factors that
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require consideration in selecting records for archival preservation." They
arrange all the factors into three categories: value of the information, cost of
retention, and political and procedural implications. One could envision the
construction of a much simplified version of their taxonomy to guide the
determination of how and where an organization's archives are maintained,
because ultimately the same issues and types of considerations are involved.
Two factors would deserve special emphasis in such a scheme. Size of
operation is one, simply because it is more difficult for an organization with
fewer than fifty staff members to justify the investment in a specialized
archival function than it is for one with several hundred. The other critical
factor involves a judgment about the principal value of the records. If the
intensity of interest in their contents and the probable frequency of their use
is tilted strongly toward outside users, an arrangement with a collecting
repository is more appropriate than in a case where the dominance of the
organization's own retrospective information needs is readily apparent.
4. As noted in Planningfor the Profession, organizations need assistance in
understanding the benefits and obligations of preserving records of enduring
value, and in determining the type of archival program most appropriate for
those records. Such assistance should include a means of evaluating potential
collecting repositories. Although not yet available in final form, an instrument being developed by the SAA Business Archives Section, "Choosing a
Repository," suggests a useful approach that blends consciousness-raising
and practical advice on specific attributes to seek in a repository.30
5. The instances where an organization's records are acquired by a collecting
repository will not, and need not, always be characterized by the intensive
involvement described here as "creative interaction." In the subset of cases
where the unusual value of the archives or strong shared interests of the organization and the repository lead to a contract that includes financial subsidies,
the resulting benefits will not be limited to the provision of an additional staff
member or needed supplies. Such a relationship will increase the awareness
of the archives and raise expectations in ways that should stimulate better service and more imaginative uses. The common wisdom that "you get what you
pay for" has a self-fulfilling prophecy dimension to it, having as much to do
with perception and expectation as with measurable values. There is truth
mingled with a Catch-22 circularity in the notion that archivists will not earn
their resource allocators' respect until they convince them to allocate some
resources.
As the narrator said at the beginning of Walt Disney's film version of Peter
Pan, "All this has happened before. And it will all happen again." Long ago historical societies and university libraries began to accept responsibility for the
records of contemporary organizations. They applied their professional archival
skills to preserve important parts of our recorded memory. Both the motivation
and the action retain their validity today. The challenge is to select the appropriate circumstances and to apply the available resources as effectively as possible.
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NOTES
1. My phrase is an unashamed play on Jerry Ham's "archival edge," although I have no illusions
of rivalling the enduring quality of his metaphor. For those who have forgotten the derivation of
the phrase, he paraphrased Kurt Vonnegut by calling for archivists to break out of established
molds, to "get out on the edge where they can see things first." F. Gerald Ham, "The Archival
Edge," American Archivist 38 (January 1975): 13.
2. To follow the human analogy, in one case children care for their aging parents in the home
while in another case that responsibility is shifted to professional care-givers in a nursing home.
3. Frank B. Evans, Donald F. Harrison, and Edwin A. Thompson, comps., "A Basic Glossary for
Archivists, Manuscript Curators, and Records Managers," American Archivist 37 (July, 1974):
414-432. A new glossary is under development and is scheduled for publication in 1990.
4. An example of this usage appears in a forthcoming manual on arrangement and description:
"Strictly speaking, archives are the noncurrent but still useful records of an organization or
institution preserved by that organization or institution.... In contrast, manuscript collections
are the records created or gathered by an organization or individual but transferred from the
original custodian to a collecting repository, such as a local historical society or university
library." Frederic Miller, Arranging and Describing Archives and Manuscripts (Chicago:
Society of American Archivists, 1990), introduction.
5. For example, Sir Hilary Jenkinson provided this definition: "A document which may be said to
belong to the class of Archives is one which was drawn up or used in the course of an administrative or executive transaction (whether public or private) of which itself formed a part; and
subsequently preserved in their own custody for their own information by the person or persons
responsible for that transaction and their legitimate successors." Jenkinson, A Manual of
Archive Administration, rev. ed. (London: Percy Lund, Humphries, 1937), 11.
6. Lester Cappon, "Historical Manuscripts as Archives: Some Definitions and Their
Applications," American Archivist 19 (April 1956): 109-110. See also Robert L. Brubaker,
"Archival Principles and the Curator of Manuscripts," American Archivist 29 (October 1966):
507.
7. My personal preference on terminology would be to emphasize the distinction between the
totality of documentation (records) created by institutions or individuals and the subset that is
selected for preservation (archives). This is consistent with the definitions in the 1974 glossary,
although the distinction is not as explicit as it could be. I am much less interested in using distinct terms to differentiate between types of creators (personal papers/institutional records or
archives) or to differentiate on the basis of current custody (in-house archives/transferred
records) although there is a need to recognize the legislatively declared distinction between
government records and personal papers (personal archives?) of government officials. For the
most part, our current distinctions between archives, papers, and records only amuse or confuse
the various constituencies whose understanding, support, and use we seek. The definition of
archives proposed by David B. Gracy II in "Archivists, You Are What People Think You
Keep," American Archivist 52 (Winter 1989): 72-78, could be worded more gracefully, but it
includes the proper elements.
8. The absence of hierarchy and bureaucracy is only relative. As much as thirty years ago studies
of voluntary associations showed them becoming increasingly complex and bureaucratic. See
Stuart Chapin and John Tsouderos, "Formalization Observed in Ten Voluntary Associations:
Concepts, Morphology, and Process," Social Forces 34 (1956): 306-309.
9. The term and the following summary of the role of organizations in twentieth century America
is derived from Samuel P. Hays, "The New Organizational Society," first appearing as the introduction to Jerry Israel, ed., Building the OrganizationalSociety: Essays on Associational
Activities in Modern America (New York: Free Press, 1972), and reprinted in Hays, American
PoliticalHistory as Social Analysis (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1980), 244-263.
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10. David C. Hammack, "Private Organizations, Public Purposes: Nonprofits and Their Archives,"
Journal of American History 76 (June 1989): 181-191. His definition is broader than the one
employed here. It includes nonprofit institutions such as hospitals, universities, religious bodies,
and museums.
11. Encyclopedia of Associations, 1990 ed. (Detroit: Gale Research, 1989).
12. Society of American Archivists, 1988 Directory of Individual Members (Chicago: Society of
American Archivists, 1988). I went through the list of employing institutions (pp. 91-115) and
counted all that I could subjectively categorize as private sector, nonprofit organizations, both
local and national (excluding those devoted primarily to preservation of historical records,
objects, and sites).
13. David Hammack's impressionistic analysis, based on his own research use of archives (primarily in New York, Houston, and Cleveland), paints a similar picture. He notes that churches,
schools, libraries, museums, performing arts groups, and hospitals have often retained their own
records, although-except in the case of universities-they are usually very limited and frequently inaccessible. The records of various associations are, if preserved at all, more likely to
find their way into collecting repositories, where the accessibility is greater. Hammack,
"Nonprofits and Their Archives," 183. The author's understandable focus on New York,
Houston, and Cleveland has the unfortunate and unintended effect of appearing to discount or
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CORPORATE RECORDS
IN NONCORPORATE ARCHIVES:

A CASE STUDY
DENNIS E. MEISSNER
ABSTRACT: When a corporation decides to formally preserve its historically
valuable records, it generally has two options. It may establish an in-house
archives program or it may seek to donate its records to an outside archival
repository. The author considers the extent to which outside archives may serve
as appropriate repositories for the records of large corporations. In doing so he
draws upon the experiences of the Minnesota Historical Society in administering the archives of the Northern Pacific and Great Northern railways as a case
study. He concludes that a good match between corporate donor and noncorporate repository is likely to be a rare occurrence and offers several cautions to
corporations and repositories considering such a relationship.

Large corporations, facing the similarly large bodies of historical records that
they have produced, have two options with regard to preserving those records.
They may either establish an in-house corporate archives, which they will then
be required to maintain, or they may donate the records to an outside archival
repository.1 It should be no surprise that the latter option seems the more attractive at first blush. It appears to require none of the sizable resource commitments demanded by an in-house archival program. But the truth is that when a
large corporation donates a large body of records to an outside repository it
establishes a long-term relationship with that institution, a relationship fraught
with implications for both the corporation and the repository that may not be
immediately apparent.
This article will examine this corporation-repository relationship, and will
suggest the extent to which outside archives may be suitable as repositories for
the daunting aggregations of historical records produced by large modem corporations. The article will depend upon the author's own experiences over the past
ten years with the massive archives of the Northern Pacific (NP) and Great
Northern (GN) railways that are held by the Minnesota Historical Society
(MHS). These collections of corporate archives provide an excellent case study
in the ability of outside archives to serve as repositories for the huge bodies of
historical records generated by large modem corporations.
Let us begin with a look at the history of the railroad records at the Minnesota
Historical Society.
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The society's acquisition of the Northern Pacific and Great Northern archives
was no casual matter. It had been eyeing the records and approaching the companies since 1870, so a hundred years of patient interest preceded its eventual
contracts with Burlington Northern (BN).2 These railroads, for 100 years, dominated commodity transporation through the northern tier of states, from St. Paul
to Puget Sound. They were extremely important factors in documenting the economic history of Minnesota. The history of the railroads helps explain the
growth of the Twin Cities, and their continuing importance as banking, transportation, and communication centers for much of the Northwest.
By the late 1960s, the interests of the railway officials had begun to converge
with those of the historical society. A merger was just around the corner that
would turn the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern into historical entities.
Furthermore, the railroads had always been protective of their records and
loathe to destroy them. But the railroads clearly had no desire to commit themselves to an in-house archives program. It was completely out of the question.
So, in 1968 the Northern Pacific entered into a contract with the Minnesota
Historical Society to allow MHS to begin acquiring its historically valuable
noncurrent records. In 1972 Burlington Northern, as successor to both the
Northern Pacific and Great Northern, entered into a parallel contract allowing
MHS to acquire the records of the Great Northern. Thus began the society's
great adventure in corporate archives.'
By the time the society had contracts to acquire the records of these two
roads, the records had taken on amazing proportions. Much had been retained
over the years because the railroads had such ready access to cheap record storage facilities. The original Great Northern headquarters, a seven-story
brownstone building with a half-block footprint, was packed with records. So
were unused terminal buildings at the two major St. Paul switching and repair
yards, as well as station and shop buildings in Seattle and other rail centers in
between. There were hundreds of thousands of cubic feet of material.
The repository's initial sweep through those records brought in about 3,000
cubic feet representing all divisions and departments The society had recently
acquired a large warehouse facility on the outskirts of St. Paul to house its
expanding archives program; that fact made this huge initial acquisition possible. Over the ensuing 20 years the staff continued to select records, and to
reappraise and dispose of earlier selections. It now appears that MHS will end
up with Northern Pacific and Great Northern archives aggregating 15,000 cubic
feet. The contracts permit MHS to take only records produced by those two
lines and their subsidiaries. Therefore the society cannot take records postdating
the 1970 merger that created Burlington Northern. This puts a definite cap on
MHS acquisitions and, in fact, the influx of records has now slowed down to an
irregular trickle. MHS has not made any serious attempt to renegotiate that terminal date in the contracts because we honestly don't know how we'd handle
any more records.
The selection of records was left entirely in MHS hands. In the earlier years,
when the most material was available, staff members and interns simply roamed
room by room through all the storage facilities inventorying materials, then
comparing those inventories with the repository's documentary wish list, and
selecting accordingly. The contract arrangements regarding selection are quite
simple. Burlington Northern offers MHS records at its pleasure. It also opens up
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its storage areas to the society on the same basis. If MHS finds something it
wants, it requests it, but Burlington Northern is under no obligation to donate
requested records. Patience and persistence, however, have usually brought the
things the society wanted into its custody eventually.
Burlington Northern had no real records management, though that is slowly
changing. They had a record center supervisor who passively received records
from the staff and operating departments, kept track of where they were, and
serviced them for the donating departments in a rudimentary way. The creating
department maintained complete control of all its records--current and noncurrent. Therefore, it was to the department heads that we appealed in our records
selection. Each department head had complete control of the society's acquisition of records from that department. The legal department served a valuable
role in this process as a clearinghouse for all the requests. This enabled MHS to
deal with the corporation through one gateway and, when the system worked
right, this also provided the repository with a sort of watchdog inside the company that would make sure the departmental personnel dealt with its questions
and requests promptly, and consistent with contract provisions. They also acted
to educate departmental personnel about MHS contracts with Burlington
Northern and, occasionally, to exert a little pressure on other corporate officials
on the society's behalf. Much of this valuable function has, unfortunately, fallen
by the way as the corporation has moved most of its offices to Texas and
Kansas and the sense of Minnesota loyalty has faded. MHS now finds itself
dealing more and more with department heads who have no idea why such a
distant and unaffiliated institution should hold their records, and who are not
inclined to give it nearly the consideration it has received in the past.
How did MHS handle its selection? The society viewed itself, from the start,
as the official archives of the Northern Pacific and Great Northern railways. So
it was not interested in making a small selection of particularly interesting materials. It was after a broad-based documentation of the full historical experiences
of the two companies including all those pieces of them that never functioned
directly in Minnesota.
MHS went after the records in every staff and operating department that most
comprehensively and economically documented its existence over a full hundred year period. Some of the most valuable records came from the presidents'
offices of the two corporations, which both kept extensive subject files on every
topic and activity of interest to their top executives. The repository selected fundamental records of the comptroller, the secretary, the legal department, labor
relations, the chief engineer and mechanical engineer, the marketing department, and the operating department. It selected extensively from the land
department-NP managed the largest land grant (250 million acres) ever awarded by Congress. MHS selected records from all geographical divisions of the
functional departments. It selected records from all 500 branch lines and subsidiaries, including many nonrailroad enterprises. In sum, it tried to uniformly
document every phase and period of the activities and experiences of those two
huge companies, to give a balanced picture of their histories.'
Those records have proved to be some of the society's most important in
terms of the extent of the research public that they have served. The MHS
archival collections reference room draws in hundreds of people every year to
use the records. They come from all over the United States and from many
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places overseas. In addition, the repository services many requests from
Burlington Northern personnel for information, copies, and loans.
That is a thumbnail sketch of the Minnesota Historical Society's experiences
with the railroad archives in its custody. The real purpose of this article, however, is to generalize from these experiences, to use them as a basis for
commenting on the advisability of placing corporate archives in an outside
repository. Making such a disposition of their historical records may seem a
very attractive proposition to some corporations in certain situations. There certainly are real benefits that can accrue to the corporation. However, there are
also a number of cautions that need to be voiced.
Let us look first at the benefits a corporation can expect to reap by selecting
an outside repository as the home for its historical records. The foremost benefit
a corporation gains is a fundamental guarantee of the physical care and preservation of those records. Physical care is addressed at several levels in a
competent repository, including environmental controls within the building
space, itself; appropriate housing of the records in protective, noninjurious
materials; and the provision of conservation services to preserve damaged and
deteriorating records. Of course an in-house corporate archives, properly developed and equipped, could certainly provide the same preservation services.
But a preservation issue more fundamental than the matter of simple physical
care is that of existence, pure and simple. An outside repository generally has a
guaranteed existence. It exists to hold and make available important records.
And it will continue to do so regardless of the economic climate that prevails
beyond its doors. The Minnesota Historical Society has been acquiring and caring for archival materials since 1849, and nothing short of Armageddon is likely
to interrupt that mission. In-house corporate archives can rarely feel so secure.
The corporate archives is likely to be one of the first activities to be cut back or
closed in a severe financial pinch. Then the archival program languishes and the
records, themselves, may be in jeopardy.
The second major area in which corporations benefit by placing records in
outside repositories is that of increased control over the content of the records.
Competent archival repositories put a tremendous amount of effort into the
organization, arrangement, and description of the records placed in their care.
Efficient access to information is a cornerstone of the archives' mission.
A properly administered in-house corporate archives would of course, provide the same level of accessibility. The advantage for the corporation in
placing its records in an outside repository is that it can jump on a wagon that is
already moving at speed. It need not develop a program on its own, and developing an archival program is no small matter. As we all know, it is a lot more
trouble and expense than hiring an archivist and giving him or her a comer of
the basement. It is very tempting to look to an independent repository with a
proven track record and its own financial resources.
This is what Burlington Northern did. And the Minnesota Historical Society
was happy-thrilled-to be a partner in that arrangement. But it must in all
honesty be acknowledged that this was, and remains, a very unusual situation.
Not unique, certainly, but definitely a rare coming together of needs, resources,
and opportunities. For that reason, any corporation inclined to place its historical records in an outside archival repository needs to consider a few very
important questions, and archival repositories need to be cognizant of them
as well.
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1. Does an Appropriate Repository Exist?
The prospective corporate donor must first consider whether an appropriate
repository even exists. What is an appropriaterepository? It is one whose physical resources and interests match the needs of the corporate donor. When
seeking a repository for its historical records, the corporation is very much a
consumer, and it must search out a repository that is able to provide the necessary level of services. This, then, is the very first thing that both corporation and
repository must consider: not, in fact, which repository is most appropriate but
whether any outside repository can satisfy the corporation's own unique
requirements.
The idea of appropriateness is terribly important because the corporate donor
and the chosen repository will be working together for a very long time.
Corporations are legally constituted persons with very long lifespans. A repository's acquisition of a corporation's historical records is therefore not a discrete
act but is, rather, the commencement of an ongoing relationship that has much
in common with a marriage. If the repository is not an appropriate partner for
the corporate donor, in terms of both goals and resources, serious frictions will
develop over the years and both partners will come to regret the union.
The question of appropriateness breaks down into several component issues.
The first of these concerns size. Archival repositories, like corporations, come
in all sizes. A repository's physical plant may be part of one floor in a small
library, or it may encompass an entire building. The volume of its holdings may
be smaller than 100 cubic feet, or they may measure 100,000. An archives may
be administered by a single archivist or by a professional staff of 20 or 30. The
important fact for large corporations is that most public repositories are at the
small end of this continuum. The acquisition of a corporate record collection,
though it may place a noticeable burden on a repository, must still fit within the
scope of the repository's normal operations. If there is a mismatch between the
repository's resources and the physical extent of the corporate collection, neither the repository nor the corporate donor will ultimately benefit from the
donation.
The Minnesota Historical Society is one of the larger public archives in the
country, and at times it still nearly choked on its railroad records. They more
than doubled archival storage space requirements and put many other pressures
on the program as well. The archives of small businesses are easy for most
repositories to handle. If they measure less than a couple hundred cubic feet it's
a doable thing for most institutions. But the historically valuable records generated by the many large corporations that have dominated our twentieth century
economic environment are in a whole different league. An outside repository
might be more likely to want only a tiny subset of the records-a few especially
precious or attractive tidbits. But it is a real disservice to pick a few little pieces
out of the larger body of important documentation.
This last statement is not intended to suggest that archivists should not make
a judicious selection of records; of course they must. Intelligent and prudent
selection is a cornerstone of archival activity. However, that selection, if it is to
comprehensively document the historical experience of the corporation, must
contain a certain minimum, or baseline, complement of records. That critical
mass of records can probably be no smaller than three or four percent of the
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total body of corporate records (assuming, of course, that most significant
records are in existence). In the cases of most large corporations, then, the baseline complement of archival records will almost certainly measure in excess of a
thousand cubic feet. To take only 50 feet or 100 feet of especially "sexy"
records from a body like that would be indefensible on documentary grounds. It
is analogous to plucking one particularly pretty stone out of an important piece
of jewelry.
It is therefore extremely important that the repository, entertaining the possible acquisition of a corporate records collection, review such size-related
considerations with the corporate donor. In the long run it is better not to
acquire such a collection than to have it weigh down the repository's overall
program, or to eviscerate it by selecting too tiny a sample.
A second issue concerns service expectations. What will the corporation
expect from the repository in terms of record retrievals, photocopying, and
research? The archives is not a records management operation, and an outside
repository will not be eager to fill a ready reference role. It is much more likely
to be geared toward assisting researchers doing their own work. Frequent
lookup, loan, and copy requests are likely to strain staff resources. It is vitally
important that the repository have the personnel resources, and the inclination,
to provide the level of donor services that the corporate donor requires. This
fact has sometimes caused further frictions between the Minnesota Historical
Society and Burlington Northern. MHS has on a number of occasions balked at
staff-intensive requests and forced the corporation to wait, or to send its own
personnel long distances to expedite the request. This is another instance in
which repository and donor must carefully and frankly review both the real service expectations of the donor and the repository's ability and willingness to
meet them. Otherwise both parties will be in for rude shocks farther down the
road.
A third issue concerns the repository's mission. A repository may have extensive physical resources; it may have a large and competent staff; it may have an
impressive reputation; and it may be located right around the comer from the
corporation. But if the potential donor is an aerospace company and the repository's collections all relate to 19th century political history, the repository is not
going to be an appropriate one. Every good repository has some sort of focused
documentary mission. The corporate donor must consider that and must make
sure that its records fall into the mainstream of that mission. Otherwise its
records may become orphans within the repository's program. The caution is
similarly true for the repository. Its own sense of focus will be diluted by the
presence of a large records aggregation that is at odds with, or irrelevant to, its
documentary mission.
The Minnesota Historical Society was an appropriate repository for the historical records owned by the Burlington Northern. The society's physical plant
could absorb the huge collection, and it had the staff resources to service the
materials, though it has still not been able to assimilate materials as quickly as it
would have liked. The Northern Pacific and Great Northern railways, as
extremely important Minnesota-based businesses for over a century, clearly fit
within the society's documentary boundaries and were, in fact, an obviously
missing piece of the puzzle. Because it held many other business collections,
MHS had a large amount of staff expertise, and an orientation toward the busi-
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ness and economic history of the Upper Midwest. Had all these salutary conditions not existed, the railroad collections could well have become a terrible drag
on the society's archival program, rather than the jewel in its crown.
2. Is the CorporationWilling to Give up Control of its Records?
A second caution that ought to guide corporate donors and prospective repositories concerns the amount of control over its historical records that the
corporation is willing to relinquish. The single biggest fact separating the corporate archives from corporate records residing in a repository like the Minnesota
Historical Society is the legal act of donation. In a corporate archives the corporation still owns and controls its historical records. Although the administration
of them changes somewhat, the records remain, as always, the absolute property
of the company. But a public repository with any integrity, and with any sense,
will demand absolute ownership of the physical records. It will also demand a
fair amount of control over the use of the records. If it did not insist on this sort
of autonomy, it would be setting itself up for real disaster; investing scarce
resources in something that it cannot guarantee its authority over would be truly
boneheaded.
This fact still comes as a shock to many Burlington Northern employees who
conceive of MHS as babysitting their records for them on some sort of long
term basis. In fact, the records are no longer the corporation's; they are the
repository's.
One element of this loss of control is the loss of physical custody. MHS will
occasionally get a call from a new Burlington Northern manager who will ask it
to return some records donated during his or her predecessor's tenure. The society can almost never comply with a request like that. The records have become
its legal property and it has a right and obligation to hold them as public
archives. MHS will try to loan the materials back on a temporary basis, so that
the department can make copies of what it needs most, but the repository will
not relinquish ownership to important records that it has legally acquired.
Another element is the loss of control over access. A corporate archives
exists to serve the corporation. This is not to say that it doesn't fulfill some larger social or cultural purpose. But, first and foremost, it serves the company. And
the company usually has an interest in limiting access to its records. But an outside repository exists to serve all comers on an equal basis. That includes the
corporate donor, the donor's competitors, and any other researcher who comes
in off the street. It exists to provide as much information as possible to the interested public.
Like most repositories, the Minnesota Historical Society tries to accommodate these diverging interests by investing the corporation with some control
over access. Burlington Northern has the right to control access to all records
that are more recent than a certain date (see footnote 3). Requests submitted on
special forms are approved or denied by Burlington Northern's legal department. That gives them a hand in controlling which corporate personnel can see
which records, as well as in controlling users outside the company. But this is
about as far as most competent repositories would go these days with regard to
the amount of control over access that they will share with the corporate donor.
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As a matter of record, Burlington Northern has always been quite liberal in
permitting access to the records. They have granted access to almost everyone
that they did not feel was out intentionally to harm them. However, they have
no power to forbid access to anyone, insider or outsider, to records more than 50
years old, and that includes the great majority of the records that MHS holds.
A final element is the loss of control over service. Just as a public repository
is committed to equal and fair access to its holdings, so it is likewise committed
to servicing user requests on a fair and equal basis. Herein can lie another rub
for the corporate donor. The repository does not work for the corporation. It
serves a large user clientele of which the donor is a smallish part, regardless of
the size of the corporate record group that it may have donated.
In the society's case the railroad records are nearly as large as its other three
thousand manuscripts collections together. In a situation like that it is very easy
for the corporate donor to see itself as having a special relationship with the
repository. And a special relationship does exist, up to a point. MHS has always
felt that it owed the company a level of reference and other services that it
would not have felt obligated to provide to the typical donor. This is because,
apart from the simple magnitude of the collection, the society felt itself to be
involved in an important ongoing relationship with Burlington Northern.
Acquisition and processing of the records would take place over decades, rather
than in single acts as is more typically the case. The company would have a
substantial and continuing need for client services; in most manuscripts donations that is not the case. MHS was, in effect, administering the corporate
archives of a continuing corporate entity.
It is an easy thing, in such a context, for the company to cross over the line in
that complex relationship, and to begin to view the outside repository as a company adjunct. It may even see it as an extension of its own records management
operation. That sort of attitude, and the expectations that will arise from it, will
not wash with the archivists in an outside repository. They will likely bridle at
service requests that strike them as special pleading by one donor.
So, to summarize this larger point, if it chooses to place its historical records
in a public repository, a company has to be willing to accept a very real loss of
control. That means a loss of physical ownership, a loss of control over access
to the records (in large measure), and a loss of control over the level of reference and other services that it can demand from the record keepers. It is
incumbent upon the repository contemplating such a donation to make these
realities very clear to the potential donor. Otherwise it can expect a relationship
punctuated with many misunderstandings.
3. Will the CorporationProvide FinancialSupport?
The final question that both the corporation and the repository must consider
is whether the corporation is willing to support its donation of records with a
substantial monetary donation. It is absolutely unrealistic for a large corporation
to view an outside archival repository as a way to avoid the cost of managing its
own historical records. The acquisition of a large body of corporate archives
places an unusual burden on almost any repository. Storage space, alone, in an
archival setting is terribly expensive. Added to that are processing costs to
arrange and describe the materials; timely processing will demand additional
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staff for a certain period. And then there are the continuing costs of servicing
the large body of materials to the level demanded by the donor and other repository users.
If the corporation wants its donation to be successful, if it wants to see quality
results within a reasonable period of time, it is going to have to fund this preservation and processing. Without the contributions that accompanied each of the
Burlington Northern contracts, MHS would have been in a poor position to
administer those collections, despite its own size relative to most other archival
repositories. Burlington Northern gave the Minnesota Historical Society a total
of $100,000 in two separate grants. Those donations permitted it to pay extra
salaries in the short run so that it could establish initial controls over all the
records received, and so that it could carry out fairly full arrangement and
description of some of the most important records in a timely fashion. It also
enabled the society to buy the many materials needed to house the first huge
increments of records. MHS was servicing all donated materials fairly effectively within a short time. Left to its own resources, it would have taken the society
years to get even the most basic sort of control over those collections.
In retrospect, it seems clear to the writer that Burlington Northern got off
pretty cheaply with its contributions. Given the volume of the donated records,
BN's financial support comes to about six dollars per cubic foot. At that rate
they are paying only a small fraction of the one-time costs of preserving and
making those records accessible, not to mention ongoing storage and maintenance over many years. Looking elsewhere for a repository in no way relieves
the corporation of the considerable financial burden imposed by its historical
records. For if it contributes a large body of records without corresponding
financial support, it may as well have piled them indiscriminately in its own
basements and boiler rooms. It will not be assuring their physical preservation,
nor intellectual access to them. Massive records collections require massive
infusions of money to convert them into full-fledged archival resources. The
corporate donor gains little from donating its records if the repository is able to
do little with them. The repository gains little from accepting records it hasn't
the resources to deal with. They become an albatross. Again, here is an important area in which corporate donor and repository must communicate. They
must frankly consider the level of material resources required to make the contemplated donation viable, and they must then examine the repository's own
resources against that requirement.
Conclusion
What, then, makes for a successful arrangement between corporate donor and
outside repository? I think that honest and thorough communication is the
undergirding principle that must inform such a relationship. Both sides must
understand what each really wants from the donation. Then they must frankly
determine what resources each will be able to bring to the arrangement. With
this knowledge in hand, each must decide whether the donation will be beneficial to its organization.
The two parties need to decide that the repository is appropriate to the collection-that it is large enough, that it has adequate staff and financial resources,
and that it has a documentary mission that can incorporate the donor's records
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in a seamless way. Having determined those things, the parties must unambiguously state their own objectives and performance expectations. What access and
use restrictions will be in place and how will they be managed? What loan,
return, and disposition procedures will be in effect? How much copying and
research time will the repository provide? What turnaround time on corporate
reference requests is acceptable? What processing standards and timetables are
expected? Donor and repository will likely find themselves at least somewhat at
odds on such questions. They must honestly decide the extent to which they can
accommodate the other's agenda, both now and in years hence. And they need
to decide upon a fair level of financial participation from the corporate donor.
This figure must be based upon real processing and storage cost considerations,
and must take into account the financial resources of the repository and its willingness to expend them, now and in the future.
The experience of the Minnesota Historical Society in acquiring the corporate
records of the Northern Pacific and Great Northern railways has been a good
one, one that benefited the corporate donor and the repository. A real partnership was developed between MHS and Burlington Northern in which each
affirmed the value of the records and the arrangements for their preservation at
MHS. MHS took stock of its resources and sought appropriate financial help
from the donor (though it probably underestimated its financial needs while in
the heady atmosphere of acquisition). It established a contract that carefully
controlled access to and use of the records. Perhaps the weakest part of the
arrangement lay in the failure explicitly to consider all aspects of the donor's
service expectations. MHS did make provisions for loans and for the disposition
of deaccessioned records, but it failed to commit itself to the amount of time it
would spend on donor requests, how much photocopying it would do, or to
turnaround time guarantees. Such omissions have caused frictions along the
way, though these have usually been resolved acceptably on a case by case
basis.
All in all, it has proved a successful arrangement, but one that was possible
only because of a confluence of many factors relating to resources, goals, and
expectations on the parts of both donor and repository. A true partnership in the
donation must develop, with both sides having a sense of ownership in the
shared enterprise. Frank communication regarding all the variables can help
such a partnership develop.
The odds against such a happy convergence seem to me to be daunting, and I
personally think that effective matches between large corporations and outside
repositories will be rare. A much more common scenario may be one in which
the repository agrees to counsel the corporation in establishing an in-house
archives. Archival repositories are in a very good position, as organizations of
trained and concerned professionals, to help corporations develop and manage
competent archival programs in the most economical way possible. They may
find it mutually rewarding to establish and nurture a different sort of relationship with the corporation altogether-a relationship in which they serve as
mentor rather than as repository.
There are many large corporations operating in our economy that are holding
vast quantities of historical records, and that have not given serious thought to
the preservation of those resources. This is especially true of corporations in the
technology-based industries that have grown up since World War II, which have
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not been around long enough to have developed a historical sense of themselves. The important records of such cost-obsessed firms are not likely to
survive, willy-nilly, for a hundred years as did the records of many large railroads. It is incumbent upon archival repositories to consider how to meet such
documentary needs. But it is equally important for them to honestly consider the
limits to their ability to take on such corporate collections themselves. Novel,
creative arrangements with corporations will be required more and more in the
archival future.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dennis Meissner supervises manuscript processing
activities at the Minnesota Historical Society. For the past twelve years he has
been closely involved in administering the society's large collections of
Northern Pacific and Great Northern railway records.

NOTES
1. The term outside archives (or repositories) will be used throughout the article to refer to
archival repositories, whether privately or publicly owned, that collect archives and manuscripts
generated by other organizations and individuals for the purpose of enabling public research.
This term is used in contrast to the terms in-house or corporate archives, which refer to archival
units within corporations that collect and preserve the records of that corporation, primarily for
the corporation's own internal use.
2. In March, 1970, the Great Northern Railway Company and the Northern Pacific Railway
Company, along with their largest jointly held subsidiaries, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Railroad Company and the Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway Company, were legally
merged to form Burlington Northern Inc., a massive corporation inheriting all of their transportation, natural resources, and related properties and business operations, as well as all of
their historical business records. Although the first MHS contract was with the Northern Pacific
(1968) it was soon reaffined, and subsequently administered, by BN. Therefore, BN is given
as the corporate donor throughout the article.
3. The reader may be interested in a description of the contracts that were negotiated for the donation of the railroad records. The NP and GN contracts are typical, both in structure and content,
of the contract documents for larger collections of business records and personal papers that
require language specifying access and use restrictions. The documents state that the donor
owns the records to be donated (and is therefore legally able to transfer title); that donation
commences on the signing date, but that periodic donations will be made thereafter; that MHS
will preserve the records and accord them the professional care it gives to all archival materials
in its custody; and that it will return any records that the donor later discovers it must retain for
legal purposes.
With regard to restrictions, the contracts are somewhat more complicated than those usually
negotiated. Free public access and use is accorded to all records that are by the date of their creation more than 50 years old. The remaining records become unrestricted according to a
schedule that opens an additional two years of records at every anniversary of the contract signing, thereby providing for the removal of all restrictions by 1998. Persons wishing to use
restricted records require written permission from BN. Researchers wishing to quote from or
publish portions of restricted records are required to submit the quotations or excerpted material
to BN for approval. Most other MHS contracts contain simpler provisions regarding restrictions, typically according restricted status to any records less than "n" years old by document
date. A final provision specifies that records MHS wished to deaccession at some later date
would be offered back to BN and, if the donor did not want them returned, would be offered to
another repository or destroyed at MHS discretion.
The contracts did an important thing in that they established a procedural basis for an ongoing relationship with BN. They specified clearly what materials could be used for research, how
access would be controlled, and how dispositions would be made. They also established a per-
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petual relationship between MHS and BN. A weakness that is notable in both is that they do not
require BN to donate noncurrent records of interest to MHS; the repository must depend upon
the donor's goodwill for that.
4. Those early (1968-1973) survey and selection missions were aimed only at NP records, since a
contract for GN records was not signed until 1972. The early field work was handled much like
a military campaign, with all available archival staff pressed into service. All existing records
were systematically surveyed, listed, and appraised, and the portions deemed archival were
hauled away by the truckload. By the time the second contract was formalized 15,000 cubic feet
of NP records were already in MHS custody. Over the ensuing five years another 10,000 feet,
much of it GN records, were acquired. After 1978 the acquisitions leveled off as MHS shifted
from an acquisitive to a managerial phase in its custodial history. More information on the
selection and transfer of NP and GN records is found in Duane P. Swanson, "20,000 Feet of
Railroad Records: The MHS Experience," an unpublished paper presented at the Society of
American Archivists' 47th annual meeting, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 7 October 1983. Swanson
played a particularly important role in the acquisition and bibliographic control of NP and,
especially, GN records through 1978.
5. Although appraisal issues are ancillary to the thrust of this article, some readers may be interested in a few more words on the appraisal of this massive group of records. Out of the 100,000
cubic feet of records that were surveyed by MHS staff over the years, less that 25,000 feet ever
made their way into the repository (Swanson, "20,000 Feet of Railroad Records," p. 5). No formal appraisal criteria were recorded in the internal files documenting the acquisition of the NP
and GN archives and, indeed, the rules and standards were probably made up as they went
along. The appraisal criteria and methods used by MHS archivists were severely tested and
reshaped by staff field work on the railroad records.
A couple of broad appraisal principles are, however, suggested by the records that have been
selected and retained since the project began. The first such is the notion of comprehensiveness: that the corpus of records selected should evidence the historical experience of all sections
of the corporations throughout their histories. That means all operating and staff units, all geographical divisions, and all time periods. The records retained ought to comprise a balanced
view of the whole entity. A second principle is economy: that the records selected should be
those that document corporate experiences in the most compact and summary way possible
(again, see Swanson, "20,000 Feet of Railroad Records," p. 5). This means rejecting reams of
daily and weekly financial data in favor of monthly or quarterly summaries. It may also mean
eschewing the administrative correspondence of several lower echelon functionaries in favor of
the files of their common superior whose own files summarize all the significant topics found in
theirs.
In practice this meant that although MHS selected records from all departments, divisions,
and subsidiaries of both corporations, it took an increasingly hierarchical view of bureaucratic
entities and sought to identify and retain those record series that most economically summarized, or evoked, the substance of that administrative unit's historical experiences. The will to
economize increased as the years went by, and was also applied retroactively as thousands of
feet of earlier takings were later reappraised and found lacking in archival merit.
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The Archives: A Guide to the National Archives Field Branches. By Loretto D.
Szucs and Sandra H. Luebking. Salt Lake City: Ancestry, Inc., 1988. 340 pp.
Illustrations, bibliography, index. Hardcover. $35.95.
Research in the vast holdings of the National Archives can be challenging,
even to seasoned researchers. In addition to the Archives building in
Washington, D.C., the National Archives comprises suburban branches in
Alexandria, Virginia, and Suitland, Maryland; eight presidential libraries; two
presidential materials projects; fourteen records centers; and twelve regional
archives. Together these repositories hold over three billion documents, more
than twenty-five percent of which are in the regional archives. The Guide to
the National Archives of the United States, which has not undergone a complete
revision since 1974, is of limited usefulness in identifying the holdings of the
regional archives, which were established in 1969. Individual guides published
by each regional archives describe the records of that depository, but the need
for a comprehensive guide to the records of the regional archives has long been
apparent to researchers, archivists, and librarians unable to determine which of
the eleven repositories might meet their research needs.
Loretto Dennis Szucs and Sandra Hargreaves Luebking's The Archives: A
Guide to the National Archives Field Branches splendidly meets this long-felt
need. Their informative introduction does much to demystify research in federal
records by describing the regional archives in the context of the National
Archives and the records they hold (textual records created by field offices of
federal agencies, records of federal courts outside Washington, D.C., and microfilm publications of many National Archives records of high research value).
The "user friendly" approach explains the record group concept, answers questions about access to records, and offers valuable advice on the intellectual process necessary to determine what federal records are appropriate to specific
research needs.
The Archives is organized into three major sections. The first describes each
of the eleven regional archives and discusses the unique records it holds. A second section discusses both textual and microfilm holdings that are held by all
the branches. The third and largest section describes each record group represented in the regional archives, discusses the records in that record group held
by the different depositories, and includes a list of finding aids and other printed
sources available for them. The book is liberally illustrated with photographs
and document facsimilies from the record groups described.
Every book inevitably has shortcomings as well as strengths. The Archives
has a less than comprehensive index (although it demonstrates its user-friendliness by listing RG between Reynolds and Rhode Island, so a researcher tracing
an RG citation can find the needed information without having to discover that
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it is an abbreviation for record group), and the paper is not of the highest quality. These quibbles aside, this regional archives archivist has found a permanent
place for The Archives on her desk
Shirley J. Burton
National Archives-Great Lakes Region
Archival Gold: Managing and Preserving Publishers' Records. By Laura M.
Coles. Vancouver, B.C.: Canadian Centre for Studies in Publishing, 1989. 69
pp. Paper. Available from The Canadian Centre for Studies in Publishing,
Simon Fraser University at Harbour Centre, 515 W. Hastings St., Vancouver,
B.C. V6B 5K3 Canada.
According to the introduction, "The object of this publication is to help [book
publishers] understand how to implement a records management program in
[their] publishing company." Archival Gold succeeds fairly well as a records
management primer for publishers. Its descriptions of the various components
of records management are clearly presented and should give publishers, as well
as others, a basic understanding of the process. Particularly useful for publishers
is the chapter that looks specifically at the variety of records generated by publishing firms and provides suggested retention periods for each.
As the title suggests, however, Archival Gold is about more than just records
management. In fact, the first chapter concentrates solely on the historical value
and potential research uses of publishers' records as the inducement to get publishers to manage their records and ultimately preserve them in an archival
facility. Unfortunately, such obvious selling points as increased efficiency,
improved space management, and financial saving are only mentioned two or
three times in passing. It seems questionable whether businesses will take the
moral high ground by preserving records for the sake of history if they are not
convinced that their effort will result in some financial savings as well.
More disturbing, however, is that the book relegates the role of professional
archivists and records managers to the end of the records management and
preservation process. After the publisher has made appraisal decisions about his
or her records based on the book's suggestions (operational records usually have
archival value, administrative records usually don't), then the publisher is
advised to find a suitable archival repository or possibly create a company
archives. It is not until the last paragraph of the last chapter that the author suggests, "If you have any questions about your archival records or office filing
systems, don't hesitate to contact a professional archivist or records manager,
even if you have not yet established a formal relationship with an archival
repository." This, and other sound advice in the last paragraph, belongs at the
beginning of the book, not the end.
Despite these shortcomings, Archival Gold will benefit publishers contemplating a program to manage and preserve their records. It makes a good case
for the historical importance to such records and many basics of instituting such
a program. However, readers will be ill-served if they consider it a "do-it-yourself' manual for such a program.
Todd Daniels-Howell
Minnesota Historical Society
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Archives Assessment and Planning Workbook. Edited by Paul H. McCarthy.
Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 1989. 86 pp. Paper. $19 to SAA
members; $24 to nonmembers.
A classic tension in modern archival work exists between the need for individuality of archival programs, born of their unique holdings, and the need for
uniform standards with which to assess their performance. The traditional
responses to this tension have emphasized either the preeminence of local needs
or the necessity for national standards. Both responses have contributed more to
polemics than progress. A far more productive approach to the synchronization
of archival practice with professional standards and goals is provided by the
Archives Assessment and PlanningWorkbook, edited by Paul McCarthy.
This well-designed work is a flexible "do-it-yourself' tool archivists can use
to evaluate the performance of their programs, and it is built upon several years
of work by the Society of American Archivists (SAA) Task Force on
Institutional Evaluation. The Workbook includes introductory material arguing
for the importance of systematic evaluation of archival programs and defining
the steps in the assessment process. Its main body is a series of data sheets,
checklists, and planning worksheets on which archivists can record data or
yes/no answers to a series of detailed questions about their programs. The comprehensive checklists include the core aspects of archival work such as collection policies, access policies and service, and public programs, as well as management basics such as personnel policies, financial resources, and control of
physical facilities. The checklist for each area is accompanied by an explanation
of the pertinent principles of institutional evaluation and the broad goals for that
area.
What is particularly useful about the Workbook is that for each of ten functional areas of archival work there may be from seven to thirty-seven yes/no
questions on individual facets of that function. Moreover, because the detailed
questions are linked directly to the professional principles and goals for the program area, the archivist can obtain a profile of how his or her program measures
up to standards. Finally, because the Workbook contains twenty-nine pages of
data from the 1985 census of archival institutions, archivists are able to compare
many quantifiable aspects of their programs to national averages for similar
repositories.
On the surface, McCarthy's book may appear to be little more than a mechanical device for preparing a profile of a repository, but it is much more. It has the
potential for substantively advancing both individual archival programs and the
nature of the archival profession. By breaking down the large problem of measuring performance into easily manageable and answerable questions, the
Workbook empowers all archivists to examine their programs systematically.
Such examinations should lead to the development of informal resolutions and
formal program goals to improve the quality and scope of services. At the same
time, an evaluation process based on the Workbook should provide a framework
in which the rich diversity of archival programs can coexist with national professional standards.
Nevertheless, the reader should be forewarned that considerable judgement is
needed in completing several of the checklists, and many improvements should
be made before a second edition is issued. For example, the nature of academic
archives, with their distinctive mixture of official institutional records and
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manuscripts, is inadequately addressed by the work's classification of archival
repositories, although this is handled better in its questions on collection policy.
In addition, caution may be needed in using the checklists since, in articulating
professional standards for each functional area, the work tends to imply standards that only the most well-funded archival programs can achieve. For example, many of the goals for preservation, while technically correct, are far beyond
the means of most archives. Some archivists, answering such questions, might
easily become so discouraged as to abandon the whole process. The series of
questions on arrangement and description are the most troubling because many
imply very specific approaches and do not acknowledge the need for flexibility
in these functions. They also emphasize a detailed level of control of holdings
without acknowledging the problems of unprocessed, or underprocessed, holdings that result when such detailed control is attempted. In the section on
Access Policies and Reference Services, McCarthyfollows a far more useful
approach, emphasizing broad but measurable goals. A final shortfall is the lack
of bibliographic citations for the several SAA statements and guidelines
referred to in the Workbook's lists of questions and statements of principles.
Despite these limitations, the Archives Assessment and Planning Workbook is
strongly recommended. In addition, archivists are encouraged to use the book to
aid them in establishing and evaluating performance goals for their programs.
William J. Maher
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

A Heritage at Risk: The Proceedings of the Evangelical Archives Conference
July 13-15, 1988. Wheaton, Ill.: Billy Graham Center, Wheaton College, 1988.
47
pp. Appendixes. Available from BGC Archives, Wheaton, IL 60187. $1.
A conference was held at the Billy Graham Center 13-15 July 1988 with support from a Lily Foundation Grant to Wheaton College's Institute for the Study
of American Evangelicalism. Twenty-eight records creators, users, and curators
from a wide range of backgrounds met to devise a documentation strategy to
better preserve and promote use of the records of the evangelical movement in
America. The result of their work is summarized in this proceedings booklet.
The conference participants were divided into four groups that met both separately and jointly throughout the three days. Each group produced a report; and
these make up the bulk of this proceedings booklet along with three appendixes:
a list of conference participants by name, a list of conference participants by
conference group, and a list of evangelical archives projects developed over the
three-day period.
The four group reports are the key to understanding the conference and evaluating its outcome. As stated in the booklet:
These reports are not meant to be permanent wisdom carved on stone.
Rather, they represent a cluster of starting points for addressing real problems.
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Group A considered guidelines and minimum standards for preserving evangelical archival records. Group B considered communication networks and
cooperation between archives and users. Group C attempted to determine what
aspects of the evangelical movement should be documented. Group D wrestled
with how to develop greater awareness and understanding of archives within the
evangelical community. How successful were they?
The report of Group A is very thorough. It is divided into seven parts:
Introduction. Policies and Procedures, Service and Staffing, Facilities,
Holdings, Users/Uses, and Getting Started. Each part is further subdivided. The
detailed information provided is extremely useful. If one removed the term
"evangelical" from this report, these guidelines could be used by anyone interested in setting up an archives program or looking for appropriate care for an
institution's archival record.
Group B had the responsibility to study communication networks and cooperation among archival institutions and between archivists and users. Theirs is a
shorter, less detailed report than that of Group A. Perhaps one reason is that
they discovered that currently there just are not enough archives collecting
evangelical materials to cause worry about competition. Even so, their report
offers recommendations that anticipate such competition and that promote the
preservation of materials not now being collected. The group recommended that
existing collections be used as the basis for determining gaps in documentation,
thus showing the urgent need to preserve evangelical archival materials. The
group also suggested that researchers be included in the archival appraisal decisions, perhaps contributing their subject expertise in the formulation or revision
of collection policies.
Whereas Group B merely grazed the field of evangelical documentation
needs, Group C created a detailed analysis of what should be documented and
formulated a plan to ensure the future availability of those fragile resources.
Their report is a good example of a proposed documentation strategy based on
organizational function. It lists seven functions or activities in which the evangelical movement is engaged. Within each, five issues are explored: Definition,
Current Status, Documentary Problems, Mechanisms and Allies, and
Recommendations. The influence of Helen Samuels, a member of this group, is
apparent.
The weakest link in the chain is the report of Group D on establishing
"archival awareness and understanding within the evangelical community".
After a brief introduction, it is divided into two parts: Importance of an
Archives, and Developing Support for Archives. The information contained
therein, although useful for the neophyte, is not new to the seasoned archivist.
Also, many of the suggestions listed were already mentioned in the reports of
groups B and C.
In summary, A Heritage at Risk is a strong document in that it has put all the
elements of documentation needs assessment into one slim volume. As such it is
a case study: the methods used could easily be emulated by other groups. The
evangelical movement should be praised for this pioneering effort. Theirs is not
the only heritage at risk.
Sara Shutkin
Alverno College
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Are We Losing Our Past?: Records Preservation in the North Carolina State
Archives. By David J. Olson. Raleigh, N.C.: The Friends of the Archives, Inc.,
1989. 16 pp. Illustrations, bibliography. Paper. Available from SecretaryTreasurer, Friends of the Archives, Inc., 109 E. Jones St., Room 303, Raleigh,
NC 27611. $3.
Keeping Your Past: A Basic Guide to the Care and Preservation of Personal
Papers.By Publications Committee, Kansas City Area Archivists. [Kansas City,
Mo.: Kansas City Area Archivists] 1987. 26 pp. Appendixes. Paper.
These two publications deal with records preservation, but they have something far more important in common. Both are laudable attempts by archivists to
communicate with a lay audience about the preservation of historical records.
Thus, it is useful to look at these two pieces as experiments in public relations.
Each booklet seeks a different end. Are We Losing Our Past? reports on the
preservation conditions in a single repository-the North Carolina State
archives-and is a call to action. Keeping Your Past is designed to be a "hands
on"9 practical guide to conservation techniques for a lay audience. Both attempt
to convey important messages, with mixed success. David Olson, state archivist
of North Carolina, has prepared the more sophisticated and better written of the
two publications. Olson makes a cogent argument that long-range preservation
planning will be required to address his program's needs.
The report, an abridged version of a larger study, is attractively printed on
high quality paper and is illustrated with three photos (unfortunately without
captions), presumably taken at the state's Division of Archives and History.
Olson surveys threats to the preservation of records and notes the strengths of
the North Carolina program, including its environmentally controlled stack,
annual inventory of holdings, in-house conservation lab, and security vault. He
also identifies weaknesses, which include the perennial shortage of space, problems with the building's HVAC system, damage to some collections due to
heavy research use, and the poor quality modem paper used by North Carolina
state government. Olson also notes problems with safety negatives of photographs, redox blemishes on microfilm, outdated equipment, and controversy
over the use of Barrow lamination.
Olson's recommendations include acquiring additional storage space,
appointing a preservation officer, establishing a preservation committee, implementing record group level conservation strategies, surveying all security film,
establishing paper quality standards, and recopying certain photographic negatives. Olson concludes that unless action is taken now, "the state may well lose
parts of its invaluable archives" as soon as the next century.
The findings and recommendations of Olson's report are sound-they outline
a reasoned strategy for the state archives. But is this booklet the best vehicle to
convey such an important message? A press release accompanying the publication states that the pamphlet "is an important step toward educating the public,"
yet much of the document resembles an in-house position paper that could have
achieved the same ends in a less expensive format. Certainly a number of the
recommendations-such as the appointment of a preservation committee or the
adoption of preservation strategies-can be implemented directly by the
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Division of Archives and History, and it is unlikely that the public will be concerned about such internal administrative matters.
Implementation of other recommendations, however, will be expensive, and
thus the report must persuade resource allocators in the executive and legislative
branches of government. Here the report falls short of the mark because it is
vague and leaves many questions unanswered. The report assumes that preservation of endangered records in the North Carolina State Archives is important
and worth additional expenditures of state revenues. But the case is unproven.
When there are pressing environmental and social needs facing state governments, it is no longer sufficient to assume that preserving historical records is a
priority.
The report does not indicate who will implement the recommendations, how
much they will cost, or who will pay for them. Should the recommendations be
accomplished through reallocation of resources within the division's existing
budget if no new funds are forthcoming? How much will the plan cost? Who
will raise the funds? A confusion over audiences and intended results suggests
that the booklet tries to do too much. An internal report might have been sufficient to achieve some of the report's goals. Another approach (such as exhibits
and audiovisual presentations) stressing the importance of the endangered
records could have been used for the genral public. A third approach could have
been used for legislators and executive office staffers who would have been
much more sensitive to issues of cost.
The Kansas City Area Archivists pamphlet is much more explicit about its
intended audience. The authors state that the guide is designed to "introduce the
general public to the basic 'do's and don'ts' of archival preservation." The
twenty-six page guide opens with a discussion of the preservation of paper documents, while the bulk of the guide discusses actual techniques. One section is
devoted to the conservation of paper documents and includes methods for
humidification and flattening, cleaning, deacidification, fumigation, and encapsulation. Another section discusses the preservation of special media, including
scrapbooks, photographs, movies, and tapes.
Unlike the Olson piece, the writing here is often muddled, with good points
often hidden by peculiarities of style. Instructions on encapsulation, for
instance, are over-simplified and difficult to follow.
The authors contend that holders of family and historical documents have a
"responsibility to see that the documents are stored in an appropriate environment and that their preservation needs are met." They imply that if this is not
possible documents should be donated to an archival repository. Two subtle
messages underlie the booklet. First, there seems to be only a grudging tolerance for the existence of documentary material in private hands. Second, there
is an implication that documents donated to an archives would be given the
item-level treatment discussed, when most institutions would simply add the
accession to the ever-increasing unprocessed backlog, and it would not likely
receive such detailed treatment.
Perhaps a more truthful approach would have been to suggest to readers that
archivists make decisions about the value of materials in their holdings and
choose different levels of treatment depending on the documents' significance.
Deeds, marriage certificates, and family Bibles have considerable value to their
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original owners, but as part of a larger archives may not warrant the extended
attention suggested in the pamphlet.
The intention of this booklet is commendable, but is not as effective as it
could have been. Workshops that include interaction between participants and
conservators would be a more effective way to provide training and education
for the public. Another method would be a videotape that demonstrates the techniques. The authors of the pamphlet recognize the need for additional one-onone contact and urge readers to confer with members of the Kansas City Area
Archivists for more information. Unfortunately, while the pamphlet provides
addresses for AASLH and SAA as well as those of suppliers of archival materials, it does not provide a list of names, addresses, local institutional affiliations,
or phone numbers of local archivists.
Both of these publications have shortcomings, but the authors should be commended for trying to reach beyond traditional audiences. As archivists compete
for the public's attention, they will have to experiment and learn from past
efforts so they can communicate more effectively with larger audiences.
Michael E. Stevens
State Historical Society of Wisconsin

Archives, Personal Papers, and Manuscripts: A Cataloging Manual for
Archival Repositories, Historical Societies, and Manuscript Libraries.
Compiled by Steven L. Hensen. Chicago: Society of American Archivists,
1989. 196 pp. Appendixes, index. Paper. $19 to SAA members; $26 to nonmembers.
Archives, PersonalPapers,and Manuscripts,APPM second edition, is the longawaited revision of the 1983 first edition. APPM, second edition, may become
SAA's best selling work-a reflection of the growing influence of automation
and standardization, and the sophistication of archival cataloging. For many
years archivists debated the advantages and disadvantages of automation, but
this conflict is now over. Steve Hensen deserves as much credit as anyone for
providing archivists the tools necessary for utilizing the power of the computer.
APPM will remain the cataloging manual for archival and manuscript material-until its next revision.
The primary advantage of automation is efficient access to records in the on
line environment. As Hensen notes in his introduction, research use of archival
materials depends upon access to them and "access" is now synonymous with
"machine-readable access." USMARC AMC provides the format necessary to
achieve machine-readable access, if only archivists follow cataloging rules.
Unlike the first edition, APPM, second edition, is written with USMARC AMC
in mind. It is organized to provide clear explanations of the names and definitions of descriptive elements in the USMARC format. For archivists unable or
unwilling to automate, the first edition will remain more useful than the second,
even though some of the rules have changed.
For archivists, APPM will, in practice, replace the Anglo-American
Cataloguing Rules, second edition (AACR 2), for cataloging archival and
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manuscript materials. The Library of Congress, the Research Libraries Group,
and OCLC all accept machine-readable catalog records prepared in accordance
with APPM. Hensen points out, however, that AACR 2 remains the final cataloging authority, and he provides the names of authoritative reference sources
for resolving other cataloging problems, such as geographic headings.
APPM is divided into three parts: the description of archival materials (chapter 1); headings and uniform titles (chapters 2-6); and the appendixes. Chapters
1 and 3-6 correspond with chapters 1, 4, and 22-25 respectively of AACR 2.
Throughout the text, Hensen provides cross-references to AACR 2 rules.
Among the many practical features of APPM is Hensen's inclusion of examples and brief descriptions of current practice or rule interpretations. These are
particularly helpful in chapter 1, where they clarify some of the more ambiguous rules. The second edition also includes broader applications of cataloging
rules than the first, especially with nontextual materials. As archivists continue
to receive such materials in growing numbers--especially computer disks and
tapes-cataloging them properly will become increasingly important.
Throughout the text and appendices, Hensen provides examples of nontextual
materials, so archivists should be able to answer most of their questions concerning these items.
APPM includes several useful appendixes. Appendix 1 is especially helpful
by providing examples of standard catalog records with USMARC tagged versions on facing pages. The examples include everything from a single computer
disk to individual manuscripts to large government record collections. I originally thought that Appendix 2, which provides examples arranged by rule number, was not very beneficial. However, soon after writing the first draft of this
review, I quickly solved a cataloging problem using Appendix 2. Appendix 3A
arranges the USMARC data elements in the order in which they appear in the
rules, and 3B provides the USMARC tags in general numerical order with citations to the appropriate rule numbers. The index to APPM is very thorough and
complete, and leads the reader back to the appropriate rule. I tried in vain to
look for items that had been omitted and during this process even found how to
catalog Malaysian place names.
APPM is not the complete compendium of automated access. It does not provide rules relating to collections management data (USMARC fields 583 and
584). Nor does it include guidelines for creating authority files. These items,
while not specifically pertaining to cataloging, probably should have been discussed at least briefly. Many archivists will be using MARC records for inhouse data management and will need to work with catalogers to establish
authority records. Although a few archivists have already pointed out the problems with authority records, they will remain a standard part of library catalogs
for a long time to come. Perhaps what is needed are supplementary rules or
guidelines for archivists concerning these items.
My chief concern lies not in Hensen's description of the rules, but with their
implementation. Hensen states only briefly that archivists will have to adapt the
rules for local use. But what information is really necessary for online access
and data management? It seems some archivists are filling in data elements simply because they are available, with little consideration of actual use. Any cursory glance through RLIN will reveal large records for minor materials. A long
discussion of this problem is probably beyond the scope of APPM, but Hensen
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might have provided some guidance in this area. Perhaps now that archivists
have the ability and means to automate, they should pay more attention to what
is being automated.
The criticisms aside, APPM is a great leap forward for the profession. It is
well written, clear, concise, and thorough. Steven Hensen and SAA both can
feel proud of the quality of this book, and it will deservedly remain the basic
source for archival catalogers for many years.
Mark A. Vargas
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
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